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HOUSE OF MOTHER’S AGENDA

“What is that real fact? that highest aim? This, that human life and death repeated through the aeons in the
great cycles of the world are only a long progress by which the human being prepares and makes himself fit
for immortality. And how shall he prepare himself? who is the man that is fit? The man who rises above the
conception of himself as a life and a body, who does not accept the material and sensational touches of the
world at their own value or at the value which the physical man attaches to them, who knows himself and all
as souls, learns himself to live in his soul and not in his body and deals with others too as souls and not as
mere physical beings. For by immortality is meant not the survival of death, — that is already given to every
creature born with a mind, — but the transcendence of life and death. It means that ascension by which man
ceases to live as a mind-informed body and lives at last as a spirit and in the Spirit. Whoever is subject to
grief and sorrow, a slave to the sensations and emotions, occupied by the touches of things transient cannot
become fit for immortality. These things must be borne until they are conquered, till they can give no pain
to the liberated man, till he is able to receive all the material happenings of the world whether joyful or
sorrowful with a wise and calm equality, even as the tranquil eternal Spirit secret within us receives them.
To be disturbed by sorrow and horror as Arjuna has been disturbed, to be deflected by them from the path
that has to be travelled, to be overcome by self-pity and intolerance of sorrow and recoil from the unavoidable
and trivial circumstance of the death of the body, this is un-Aryan ignorance. It is not the way of the Aryan
climbing in calm strength towards the immortal life.
There is no such thing as death, for it is the body that dies and the body is not the man. That which really is,
cannot go out of existence, though it may change the forms through which it appears, just as that which is
non-existent cannot come into being. The soul is and cannot cease to be. This opposition of is and is not, this
balance of being and becoming which is the mind’s view of existence, finds its end in the realisation of the
soul as the one imperishable self by whom all this universe has been extended. Finite bodies have an end,
but that which possesses and uses the body, is infinite, illimitable, eternal, indestructible. It casts away old
and takes up new bodies as a man changes worn-out raiment for new; and what is there in this to grieve at
and recoil and shrink? This is not born, nor does it die, nor is it a thing that comes into being once and passing
away will never come into being again. It is unborn, ancient, sempiternal; it is not slain with the slaying of
the body. Who can slay the immortal spirit? Weapons cannot cleave it, nor the fire burn, nor do the waters
drench it, nor the wind dry. Eternally stable, immobile, all-pervading, it is for ever and for ever. Not
manifested like the body, but greater than all manifestation, not to be analysed by the thought, but greater
than all mind, not capable of change and modification like the life and its organs and their objects, but
beyond the changes of mind and life and body, it is yet the Reality which all these strive to figure.”
— Sri Aurobindo . Essays on the Gita . Chapter VII . The Creed of the Aryan Fighter . Paragraphs 7-8

***************************************************
The
Ponder

In all action, all work done, the degree of perfection depends upon the degree of
consciousness. ~ The Mother
MCW, vol 14, Words Of The Mother II, p.303

Corner
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In the meantime, we advise all dog owners to ensure that their
dogs are properly trained, and are kept in a manner which does
not endanger any person, whether a family member or a
stranger, and is not aggressive towards other dogs. Also, it is
very important to respect any community agreements regarding
dog issues. Link to the existing guidelines:
https://auroville.org.in/article/73786

WORKING GROUPS REPORTS
From the Residents Assembly Service
Dear Residents,
Here are the results of the extended emergency
Residents' Assembly Decision-Making (voting) called by
the Working Committee to approve or not approve the
proposal to fill vacancies in four working groups. Please
find the proposal here >>> A total of 368 registered
residents participated in the online and in-person
voting.
Emergency RAD results:
 268 Aurovilians supported the above proposal
(62.5% (230) voted YES and 10.33% (38) asked to
add their votes to the majority).


100 Aurovilians (27.17% of all who participated)
voted NO.



The Residents' Assembly Service received 25
more votes during the one week extended
period: YES - 12, NO - 6, I do not know, but I
would like to give my voice to the majority - 7.

WHAT IS NEXT?
Call for participation in the selection process and
nominations of new members to the Working Groups is
to be announced soon, once the Working Groups update
their job description documents.
~ Warmly, The Residents' Assembly Service

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From the Auroville Council – “Dangerous” Dog Breeds
The Auroville Council has in recent times received increasing
numbers of complaints concerning “dangerous dogs”. In many
countries of the world there is breed specific legislation which
either bans ownership or restricts importing or breeding of
specific dog breeds. The list of “dangerous dogs” varies from
country to country. The Pit Bull Terrier seems to be the most
commonly banned dog. No specific breeds are banned in India,
although breeding and importing of dogs is restricted.
The Dangerous Dogs legislation is, however controversial, with
many official organizations pointing to the fact that dog behavior
depends largely on the way they are trained and cared for, and
has less to do with the breed, and that Pit Bulls, for example,
are known to be generally gentle with humans. However, those
in support of the legislation cite the fact that dogs such as the
Pit Bull, were originally bred specifically as fighting dogs, and
are known to be particularly aggressive towards other
dogs.
Others such as the Rottweiler have a fearsome
reputation, and have been bred as guard dogs.
Due to recent incidents in Auroville concerning dogs of certain
breeds which are restricted elsewhere in the world, the Auroville
Council would like to bring this debate to the community, and to
somehow find a community voice on the subject. We will
therefore soon be announcing a GM on this.

With care,
Auroville Council

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Funds and Assets Management Committee (FAMC)
Report on the 2019 Annual Work Plan
A new FAMC mandate was approved by the Residents Assembly
(RA) in March 2016. As per this mandate, FAMC is asked to submit
an Annual Work Plan to the RA “that includes the FAMC’s annual
goals, objectives, activities, and expected results.” A ninemember FAMC, which was appointed by the RA in October 2016,
formulated the first FAMC Work Plan in 2017. This was then
shared with incoming new members and periodically reviewed.
The Work Plan of FAMC comprises “Objectives” and a number of
specific “Activities” or tasks designed to meet that “Objective.”
Apart from ongoing routine work, FAMC takes up new long-term
initiatives designed for positive overall impact as per its Work
Plan. FAMC last reported on its Work Plan in July 2017. The last
review of the Work Plan by FAMC members was done in October
2019. From now on, FAMC will strive to give an annual update
on its Work Plan at the end of every calendar year. Although the
FAMC worked on its Annual Work Plan in 2018, we did not report
it to the community, for which we apologize.
Please find below a report on progress made by the FAMC
towards achieving the objectives and activities identified in its
Annual Work Plan. Although there are more objectives than
those 11 listed below, (25 in total) these are the topics which
FAMC was able to review and report on progress made.
Our vision for 2020 is to continue to work towards establishing a
sound structural framework for Auroville’s funds and assets
management; to better support the growth of Auroville’s
economy, including its in-kind economy.
Objective: Increase financial transparency and accountability
by simplifying and strengthening basic regulations and policies.
Activities include: Clarity on unit bank accounts (as a
preliminary step towards centralized accounts): FAMC has asked
all executives and trustees to declare external bank account
details. This data is to be included as a separate schedule of all
units in balance sheets.
Improve financial policies
The current Code of Conduct (CoC), presented to the Residents’
Assembly in September 2017 and implemented from October
2017, is now in the process of being amended. FAMC has
incorporated feedback from the community on the CoC and will
present the amended version to the Residents Assembly. Until
then, the current version of the Code of Conduct dated 9 Aug
2017 and posted as an attachment at this link:
https://auroville.org.in/article/64123 is applicable.
A policy for Activities is near completion.
A Housing Policy Group has been formed and has been reviewing
the Housing Mandate and Housing Policies. These will be
presented to the community in due course. A finance manual for
housing is planned.

Document processes that have already been implemented
when dealing with mismanagement: FAMC, in collaboration
with the concerned trustees, dealt with irregularities of some
units on a case by case basis, such as Imagination and Eternal
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Builders, and closed units, such as Ganesh Beads and Farm Fresh
that were not being managed as per Auroville’s guidelines. The
conditions under which a unit can be closed are documented in
the “Code of Conduct” and procedures for closing a unit have
been written and documented by FAMC in its internal
administration database for future reference.
Review
Budget
Coordination
Committee
mandate,
membership, functioning in collaboration with the Auroville
Council: This activity is now completed. A newly formed BCC is
now in place. The new BCC mandate requires members to act in
the best interests of Auroville as a whole and not as direct
representatives acting in the interests of the groups that
nominated them. Annual and bi-annual meetings with residents
as well as regular reporting are expected from the new BCC.
Internal auditing: To ensure compliance with Comptroller and
Auditor General (CAG) requirements, FAMC has undertaken the
following internal audits:
 A non-profit Trust (Auromitra)
 A Social Science Research project (Kalpana)
 Quarterly audits of GOI Grants
 Transaction Audit of 7 randomly selected units (to be
initiated)
On a related note, in 2018 FAMC asked units and trusts to
annually submit 6 and 9 months trial balance sheets. This helps
with the timely completion of the annual consolidation of
balance sheets, as requested by the Auroville Foundation.
Transparent schedule of accounting fees to be provided by
accounting units: This activity was taken up by FAMC in 2019.
Information is still being gathered about accounting fees by
FAMC secretariat.
Ask RAS to survey the community about needed training,
workshops for project management including budgeting, etc.:
The FAMC member who wanted to drive this initiative stepped
down as a member, and this activity has since then been put on
hold. To some extent, this initiative has been captured by the
Taskforce on Policy for Activities (2020), with the intention to
produce a training manual.
Accounting manual and unified chart of accounts: A Chartered
Accountancy firm has been hired for this work, and is expected
to deliver the first usable standardized chart of accounts and
Finance Manual by March 2020. Testing with interested Trusts
and Units is expected to begin in the next month.
Objective: Increase the accessibility of data related to assets
and finances to ensure accurate documentation (as reference
point) and more efficient use of Auroville’s collective wealth
The main work has been the development of a database,
Auroville Consolidated Asset Registry and Application Tracker
(ACARAT) which contains data about Trusts and Units, Buildings,
and Land. ACARAT is still in development but is already in use.
The FAMC is using the database to keep track of and manage all
Trust and Unit Office Orders and Resolutions.
L’Avenir has begun populating the database with all building
application records.
The FAMC is in discussion with Chartered Accountants to develop
the specifications for a customized Centralized Accounting
Server (Tally ERP Server), which could be used by all
accountants.
Objective: Grow Auroville’s income-generating activities to
increase work opportunities for Aurovilians to provide more
community wealth. Activities include:
Create “How to” manual for people to start a unit, etc.: This
task has not been taken up by FAMC yet but was the topic of

many meetings in the Task Force working on the Policy for
Activities.
Facilitate a workshop session with key stakeholders to explore
actual income-generating ideas: Towards this objective, FAMC
instituted a task force called Growing Auroville’s Economy
Sustainably (GAES). GAES invited ideas for generating income
and strengthening Auroville’s economy and presented the ideas
in community workshops. It also extensively reviewed a few
chosen ideas and suggested means for its implementation. The
main outcome of GAES work is a proposal to initiative a Silver
Fund to support aging Aurovilians. The FAMC asked a Task Group
to further develop the initiate and assess if there is enough
support to provide funds for the Silver Fund. If so, this proposal
will be presented to the Residents Assembly. A report of GAES’
work
is
posted
by
FAMC
at
this
link:
https://auroville.org.in/article/72956.
Identify internal and external financing that is currently
available to grow the income-generating activities:
The FAMC sanctioned seed funding to an informal group called
Funding Auroville. Unfortunately, the group has been unable to
organize into a unit with sufficient oversight and the FAMC had
to discontinue support.
The exercise, however, has left
sufficient documentation in place for a centralized fund raising
office to get established, if a capable team comes forward.
In 2018 the FAMC initiated a discussion with the ABC Support
Group members to formulate a policy to create “internal
investment funding opportunities.” FAMC encouraged unit
holders to invest in the collective Auroville economy instead of
keeping funds safe in fixed deposits by having necessary
structures in place to ensure transparency and accountability of
the use of such funds. To date, no units have contributed to a
fund, nor have they offered any other vehicles for such
development.
Objective: Restructure the Government of India (GOI) grant
allocation and monitoring process to ensure fairness,
transparency and efficient use of GOI grant monies as well as to
ensure proper monitoring and accounting of received funds. This
objective was met in 2017 with FAMC, in collaboration with
Working Committee, appointing a GoI Grant Management
Committee to undertake the above tasks as reported in the FAMC
post https://auroville.org.in/article/64582. This group is
accountable to both FAMC and the Working Committee and posts
its reports to the community, including on Auronet. Activities of
the GOI Grant Group have included:





Setting up a Project Management Cell (PMC) for GOI grants.
The PMC has ensured proper submission of financial
documents and direct construction oversight.
Review existing manual and regulations. Currently a Works
Manual has been developed and submitted for review by a
Chartered Accountant.
Consolidating GOI Grant Budgets for presentation to and
approval from the Governing Board.
Processing funding requests from approved beneficiaries to
ensure that GOI Funds are used correctly and expeditiously

A GoI grant accounting office has also been set up to help in the
monitoring and accounting of funds received from the
Government of India. An audit of the grant in aid received during
2019-20 is also underway on a quarterly basis.
Objective: Explore the restructuring of the maintenance system
to ensure that it provides sufficiently for all in need (e.g. food,
child maintenance, 'life-long maintenance', etc.). To date
nothing has progressed toward this objective. However, the
FAMC oversaw the successful development of a Maintenance
Module which has been integrated into Financial Service
software.
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Establish group to look at lifelong maintenance options: FAMC
asked the Growing Auroville’s Economy Sustainably team to take
up this task as reported above.
6. Objective: Redefine the structure of all income – generating
activities (units, services, activities) in order to create
consistent guidelines. Activities include:
i. Review current structure / organization for income
generating activities. The FAMC has had little impact on the
overall structure of income generating activities. However,
because of the introduction of General Service Tax (GST) by
the Government of India, FAMC insisted that the number of
GSTINs, which were rapidly growing had to fall into line with
the 37 Trusts, such that units utilize the Trust GST numbers
for better management of GST payments and liabilities.
ii The FAMC also met with executives and trustees of
umbrella units housing a rapidly growing sector of small
income-generating activities. There was a serious need to
put in place more stringent guidelines for this sector. A Task
Force consisting of multiple stakeholders has been created
to review FAMC’s draft proposal on this issue and to finalize
“Activities Guidelines” that are applicable to all Trusts.
iii. Raise awareness of the role and responsibility (legal)
of trustees, and support accountability;
FAMC conducted the first ever seminar with Trustees, held
on the 7th of January 2020. Approximately half of all
Trustees attended this half-day seminar. This seminar did not
raise awareness about the Trustees fiduciary responsibility,
but was a request to the Trustees to support the formation
of an Advisory Body.
The GST restructuring exercise has made both the Trusts and
the FAMC more aware of the fiduciary responsibilities of the
Trustees, for which a closer working relationship between
FAMC and the trustees is sought.
iv. Succession plan: No progress toward this objective has
been made.
7.
Objective: Increase the amount of unspecified income to
City Services (CS). To date no progress has been made.
8.
Objective: Explore innovative solutions to provide
affordable housing opportunities for Newcomers and Aurovilians
(e.g. renting & leasing agreements, alternate sources of funding,
etc.). This work was taken up by Housing, which has been
constructing Youth Housing (Humanscapes and Kriya projects).
The FAMC and Housing have been reviewing the pro-bono policy
and established a procedure and a group for identifying suitable
candidates.
9.
Objective: Facilitate the development of a food strategy
towards greater food security.
This objective has currently been put on hold due to lack of
human resources and active drivers from FAMC. Several farms
have put forward the request of creating a Farm Trust. The FAMC
has not yet done an in-depth review of this proposal, together
with relevant stakeholders such as the Farm Group and stewards
of Auroville Farms.
10. Objective: Ensure optimum utilization of assets. Activities
include:
i. Develop stewardship guidelines for land allocation: The FAMC
received and favourably reviewed guidelines from the Forest
Group regarding stewardship and management of forests.

iii. Outlying lands: No progress has been made.
iv. Encroachment of Auroville land: This task was added in 2019.
FAMC with the help of the Land Board will review this issue.
11.
Objective: Administrative and routine/regular tasks.
Activities include:
i. FAMC Resolutions (unit changes): This task has been
completed. FAMC, in 2019, developed and adopted a new
“Resolution template” for opening of new units and all changes
in units. Earlier FAMC resolutions were narrative-based and
prone to errors. This new template, comprising boxes to be
checked, makes it easier to enter data into the online database
ACARAT.
ii. Loan applications: This task has been completed. FAMC, in
2018, revised the loan guidelines and met with the loan group to
improve processes. The loan policy is posted on Auronet at this
link https://auroville.org.in/article/71975
iii. Site and building applications financial review: FAMC worked
with L’avenir to improve the site and building applications. For
building applications, FAMC reviews financial information
pertaining to both capital and operational costs.
iv. Approving land transactions: FAMC has developed a “Due
Diligence Report” to ensure that the Land Board diligently
scrutinizes all proposed land transactions. Approval for all land
transactions are given jointly by FAMC and Working Committee
only after reviewing the Due Diligence Report submitted by the
Land Board for that particular transaction.
v. Reporting: As required by its mandate, FAMC keeps minutes
of all its meeting and publishes its monthly and annual reports.
It apologizes for the tardiness in the publication of its monthly
reports. Its annual report, at the end of each financial year, is
made available both to the community and to the Governing
Board.
vi. Budget approvals [annually]: FAMC approves the budget
prepared by BCC for funding City Service annually and this year
instituted a zero-budget exercise. Since 2017, FAMC presents an
annual budget of an average amount of Rs. 3 lakhs to the GoI
Grant Management Committee and receives GoI funding under
the category of “Administrative Expenses”, which allows it to
implement its Work Plan. For its operational monthly expenses,
FAMC presents an annual budget to BCC. FAMC currently receives
3 full-time maintenances for its team comprising members and
secretaries.
vii. Investigations / reviews: This task is handled on an ongoing
basis as per need.
viii. Improve policy accessibility: This task was added in 2018 and
is to be taken up FAMC secretariat.
ix. Review policies on a need basis: This task was added in 2018.
Based on recommendations from other working groups, FAMC has
decided to review first the Housing Policy in collaboration with
the Housing Service and Housing Board. If any substantial
changes ae arrived at, it will be brought to the RA.
x Request recommending bodies to provide clear documentation
of their process/criteria in support of their decision when
submitting information to FAMC: This request has been
periodically made by FAMC to the relevant working groups.
xi. Housing asset valuations: While FAMC has had discussions on
housing asset valuations, as of yet, no changes have been made
to the method currently used by Housing Board to value housing
assets.

ii. Supporting and developing the Industrial Zone in order to
provide space for new activities / units: FAMC, as a group, has
not taken up this task.
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Entry Service Report from May to December 2019
The new Entry Board - The new Entry Board was selected on
April 28th, 2019 with 9 members, 3 members from the previous
group (Dheena, Ramanarayan and Veronique J.) and 6 new
members (Angelo, Charlie, Dominique, Ishta, Matriprasad and
Sophie). Unfortunately, 3 members have resigned for personal
reasons: Ishta in July 2019, Angelo at the end of November and
Dominique in the beginning of January 2020.
We are waiting for the new selection process for 3 new members
to join the Entry Board.
General organization:
1.

The Entry Board (EB) tasks include:

●Meeting applicants Newcomers (NC), Friends of Auroville
(FoA) and Associates of Auroville (AoA) as well as spouse or
parents of Aurovilians. Meetings happen at least twice for each
Newcomer candidate, at the beginning and at the end of their
process. Additionally, the EB has to meet all the foreign
applicants before they start their processes in order to
recommend them to the AV Foundation for their visa. The EB also
meets the applicants and/or their mentors during their processes
in order to address any potential issues and feedback that have
been received.
●Following up the applicants’ journey with their particular
issues along the way.
●Since July 2019, the EB has introduced a 6 months
questionnaire sent to mentors and Newcomers to review their
integration into the community after 6 months of their process.
An EB subgroup follows up, if necessary, with the received
replies.
●One EB member attends the Housing Board meetings and
follows up.
●Other meetings take place with the AV Foundation, Working
Committee, AVCouncil, FAMC, Financial Service, HRT, AVHF and
other groups.
2. The Entry Board works in close collaboration with:
● The Entry Secretariat (ESec) which manages the
administrative/daily part. Currently there are 4 Aurovilians
following up all the tasks of the secretariat but, unfortunately,
due to some restraints in our budget, 2 members are working
full time and the other 2 are working half-time.
● The Aspiration Team (AT) organises, coordinates and
delivers the Aspiration Programs namely the Welcome Talk
and the Yucca Program and other follow up programs
(online publications and additional programs throughout
the newcomer year) to inform the potential applicants in
their decision of joining Auroville and support their
newcomer journey and integration with up to date valid
information and resources. Those interventions of support
are very much valued and appreciated by the participants.
Currently, the team consists of 2 members working full
time, 1 member part time, and 1 member helping
occasionally. The Aspiration Programs activity is also
affected by the small budget.

due to shortage of community support. We repeat our
request for new mentors to join the pool of active mentors.
3. Main challenges:
●The Entry Board is waiting for an office space since its
inception. The restructuring and reallocation of the various
groups in the Administration Area of Auroville allocated a space
where the Residents Service currently is but has not yet been
implemented. This move will allow our easier availability to
the public and new applicants to answer questions and orient
them, always in partnership with the Entry Secretariat (ESec)
and Aspiration Team (AT). In the near future, we hope, the
offices of the 3 parts of the Entry Service (ESec, EB and AT)
will soon be close to each other.
●There is a need for more mentors to support the new
applicants. An Entry Board member has been actively
recruiting and informing new mentors but there is a constant
need for more mentors as many want only one mentee at a
time. This also implies regular communication to assist the
mentors.
●The lack of housing is still a major problem for the applicants
as they need to have a long term housing contract in Auroville
to complete their newcomer process and to become an
Aurovillian. The cost is also an issue for many young people
who cannot afford to finance an accommodation from their
own funds.
● The Entry board is facing the issue that some Aurovilans don’t
mind writing attestation about the situation of certain
applicants, especially with regard to their place of living
and/or their works which are not always accurate. The lack of
confidence in certain cases and the vigilance of other
Aurovilians who testify to certain facts, oblige us sometimes to
verify where the Newcomers lives and works. It is, honestly, a
painful task.
We are sometimes under the pressure of Aurovilians who
accuse the service of being too lax and the reflections of others
who say that we are too rigid. We sail by sight and do our best,
with goodwill and following intuitively the Entry Policy
approved by the community. We try to adjust as best as
possible in complicated cases, to find a solution that is not too
administrative but rather human.
● The outdated state of our technical tools, on-line procedures
and redundant internal communication means is becoming a
real subject of concern: the development of an integrated
software, as it was designed by the previous Entry Board, is
somehow a burning need. But in the present number of
members, there is no time to dedicate to this development.

● The mentors who are the very important bridge between
the Entry Board, the community and the applicants. There
is a constant need for more Aurovilians to serve as mentors.
Indeed, some applicants have difficulties in their processes
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City Services - Contributions and Payments -Jan. 2020

Housing

12,62,727

Village Education

12,57,223

Health

11,40,793

Roads, Cycle Paths, & Vehicle Services

10,82,979

(A more detailed report is available on the Auronet)
SUMMARY

Unspecified

Buffer Opening Balance (BOB)

3,76,15,477

Specified

Total
3,76,15,477

Monthly Contributions
(Int. + Ext)

2,14,52,081

20,43,366

2,34,95,447

(BOB+Monthly Inc)

5,90,67,558

20,43,366

6,11,10,924

Total Payments

1,72,56,967

20,43,366

1,93,00,332

CS Ending Balance (Incl. BOB)

4,18,10,591

‐

4,18,10,591

Total Contributions

Monthly loss/gain

41,95,114

Internal Contributions
Source

Unspecified

Specified

Total

Commercial Units

84,73,259

8,47,832

93,21,091

Services

85,62,937

8,35,964

93,98,901

Prosperity Services

8,83,499

Culture & Sports

7,40,653

Outreach

7,01,428

Security

5,81,628

Land

4,68,802

Matrimandir

2,16,330

Contingency

1,11,620

City Planning

1,00,977

Utilities

39,730

Projects

26,748

Total
Aurovilians, Newcomers, &
Friends
Internal Total

24,15,885

3,59,570

27,75,455

1,94,52,081

20,43,366

2,14,95,447

1

MONTHLY INCOME BY SOURCE
External Total
8%

External Contributions
Government of India for SAIIER

20,00,000

‐

20,00,000

Government of India for Other

‐

‐

‐

Other Contribution

‐

‐

‐

Project Contributions

‐

‐

‐

Foreign Contributions

‐

‐

‐

20,00,000

‐

20,00,000

External Total

City Services Payment
Heading

1,93,00,332

Aurovilians,
Newcomers,
& Friends
12%
Services
40%

Contribution Details
Total Payments
Commercial Unit

Education

39,08,598

Children & Youth

21,77,341

Social Support

15,94,179

Farms & Forests

15,64,475

Organization

14,40,603

1

Commercial
Units
40%

“Total in 33%”are contributions that are counted toward
calculating the 33% minimum net profit contribution to City
Services.

Sunlit Future

Total in 33%

Total
Contribution

19,13,880

19,13,880

Tanto

6,88,414

7,00,714

AV Consulting

4,36,435

4,36,935

Maroma

4,06,940

4,22,940

Mereville Trust

3,52,506

3,52,506

“Total Contributions” includes specified contributions that
are not counted as part of the 33% minimum net profit
contribution to City Services.
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Commercial Unit

Total in 33%

Total
Contribution

Commercial Unit

Total in 33%

Total
Contribution

Varuna

2,79,167

3,29,167

AVA‐Oceans

27,605

28,605

Svaram

2,81,230

2,81,230

Taboo

28,470

28,470

Miniature

2,17,350

2,67,800

Coffee Ideas

26,940

26,940

Aurospirul

2,10,410

2,11,410

Avitra

13,410

26,410

La Ferme Cheese

2,02,298

2,02,298

Stone Age Handicraft

24,295

24,295

Sound Wizard

1,90,410

1,93,910

Naturellement

24,290

24,290

AFA‐Solitude Lunch

1,92,779

1,92,779

Atmarati Architects

23,470

23,470

Eco Femme

1,72,555

1,72,555

Earth Institute

22,555

22,555

Right Path Café (VC Café)

1,66,751

1,70,251

Kallialay Surf School

20,820

20,820

Well Café

1,58,596

1,58,596

AVA‐Inscapes

20,000

20,000

To be Two (Auromode)

1,50,000

1,50,000

ADPS (Aurelec)

19,117

19,117

Artisan Revolution

1,46,940

1,46,940

Holistic

19,085

19,085

AV Bakery

1,25,205

1,25,205

ASSA‐Creal Om

18,841

18,841

Catami/Dreamers Coffee

1,15,410

1,15,410

Ecoteco Pools

18,626

18,626

Conscious Living

1,06,940

1,11,940

Auroville Energy Products

18,470

18,470

Aureka

98,170

1,00,170

AFA‐Natures Gift

18,470

18,470

Upasana

73,880

76,280

Painting Service

18,470

18,470

Cadd Studio

26,940

73,440

Flame

16,940

17,940

Cynergy

70,820

70,820

Inside India

17,350

17,700

MG Ecoduties

69,675

69,675

AV Online Store

17,350

17,350

Hers

38,880

63,450

Kinisi

17,350

17,350

Tapasya Design Studio

62,894

62,894

Auroyali Production

16,940

16,940

The Colors Of Nature

57,940

57,940

EV Future

16,940

16,940

Eco Pro

56,940

56,940

Mahasaraswathi Constr.

16,940

16,940

Auromics

40,820

50,820

Sciro Pizza

16,940

16,940

Capability

47,350

47,350

Information Service/Publications

15,410

15,410

New School Crafts

46,319

46,319

Omega

12,940

15,190

Shradanjali

45,410

45,410

Aurodent

13,880

13,880

Auroville Papers

36,290

44,490

Aurinoco Systems

13,880

13,880

Aurorachana

34,940

37,940

AFA‐Aurora

13,880

13,880

Boutique Visitors Center

36,940

36,940

Imago

13,880

13,880

Progress Landscape

35,410

35,910

Tree Care

13,880

13,880

Mandala Pottery

26,940

34,440

AVA‐Wasteless

13,880

13,880

6,940

31,940

Auroline

13,470

13,470

30,410

30,410

Abacus Accounting

11,940

12,940

La Terrace
Magica
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Commercial Unit
Aurosarjan Trust

Total in 33%

Total
Contribution

Commercial Unit

Total in 33%

Total
Contribution

2,000

12,500

Easy Procurement Solutions

6,940

6,940

Aurosoya

10,410

10,610

Eco Fare

6,940

6,940

ASSA‐Aire

10,410

10,410

Eutecne

6,940

6,940

Amano

10,410

10,410

Glimpse

6,940

6,940

AVA‐Arthena

10,410

10,410

Happy Food

6,940

6,940

Avdzines

10,410

10,410

LEAD‐IPK Activities

6,940

6,940

Bamboo Center Aurovile

10,410

10,410

LEAD‐Internal

6,940

6,940

Buildaur

10,410

10,410

AVA‐Kalya's Delight

6,940

6,940

Café Le Morgan

10,410

10,410

AVA‐Kenji Workshop

6,940

6,940

AVA‐Centre D'art

10,410

10,410

Linea Dental

6,940

6,940

AFA‐Delicious Bite

10,410

10,410

Lumiere

6,940

6,940

Filaure

10,410

10,410

AV ARTS‐Medi Clown

6,940

6,940

Ishta

10,410

10,410

AVA‐Mia Studio

6,940

6,940

New Dawn Carpentry

10,410

10,410

Mira Computers

6,940

6,940

Pitchandikulam Forest Consultants

10,410

10,410

Mitra Auroville

6,940

6,940

Sumark

10,410

10,410

Mohanam

6,940

6,940

ASSA‐Worktree Toys

10,410

10,410

ASSA‐Naham Consulting

6,940

6,940

ASSA‐Jade Beauty

10,403

10,403

Natura

6,940

6,940

Auromode Trust

10,000

10,000

PAPUI AND SOMETHINGELSE

6,940

6,940

ASSA‐Arici

9,892

9,892

Pragati Construction

6,940

6,940

ASSA‐Goliath

9,378

9,378

Roads in Construction

6,940

6,940

LEAD‐Integral Learning Center

9,276

9,276

AVA‐Spirit of Leadership

6,940

6,940

Boutique D`Av Pondy

8,675

9,175

School for sust. Managemant

6,940

6,940

Deepam Candles

8,940

8,940

ASSA‐Studio One

6,940

6,940

Aqua Dyn Research

8,470

8,470

Sunshine Music

6,940

6,940

Rangoli

8,470

8,470

The Neem Tree

6,940

6,940

H & S Design

8,355

8,355

Tree House Community

6,940

6,940

AFA‐Arenga Palm

7,964

7,964

ASSA‐Unitary

6,940

6,940

Auroville Press

7,470

7,470

Ganesh Bakery

6,470

6,470

Mantra

7,060

7,060

Naturally Auroville

3,470

6,470

Anveshan

6,940

6,940

Bon

3,470

5,470

M&M Cheese

6,940

6,940

LEAD‐ACI Project

5,422

5,422

Auro Lakshimi Construction

6,940

6,940

ASSA‐Alter Eco

5,359

5,359

AuroSunshine

6,940

6,940

AVA‐Agnijata

5,235

5,235

CSR‐AV Design Consultants

6,940

6,940

AVA‐ATB with AMIR

5,205

5,205
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Commercial Unit

Total in 33%

Total
Contribution

Commercial Unit

Total in 33%

Total
Contribution

Aurocabs Taxi

5,205

5,205

AVA‐Flametree Web Software

3,470

3,470

Prakrit

5,000

5,000

AVA‐Food Laboratory

3,470

3,470

ASSA‐Eternal

3,470

4,970

Freeland

3,470

3,470

Nala Builders

4,970

4,970

Functional Forms

3,470

3,470

LEAD‐Aurothaima

4,470

4,470

AVA‐Future Dreams

3,470

3,470

Joy Postcards

3,770

3,770

Gastronomica

3,470

3,470

Aline

3,470

3,470

Gecko!

3,470

3,470

CSR‐Andakosha

3,470

3,470

AFA‐Green Leaf

3,470

3,470

ASSA‐Artomic

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Happy Art Glass Studio

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Atma Thirupti

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Have Fun Pottery

3,470

3,470

AFA‐Auro Amirtham

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Hemplanet

3,470

3,470

Auro Bacio

3,470

3,470

Iruita Dreams

3,470

3,470

Aurodesign

3,470

3,470

Italian Food

3,470

3,470

ASSA‐Arom

3,470

3,470

Kalki

3,470

3,470

Auronirmata

3,470

3,470

AFA‐Taste of Korea

3,470

3,470

Aurore

3,470

3,470

Kottakarai Food Processing

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Aurosystemica

3,470

3,470

Light & Sound

3,470

3,470

Auroville Press Publishers

3,470

3,470

Light Fish

3,470

3,470

Auroville Printers

3,470

3,470

Lively

3,470

3,470

Auroville Wind Systems

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Local Guide

3,470

3,470

Auzolan

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Matrigold

3,470

3,470

AWS ‐Indi Surfboard

3,470

3,470

Metamorphosis

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Bear and Trout Studio

3,470

3,470

ASA‐Mona

3,470

3,470

ASSA‐Bhakti Mills

3,470

3,470

Mukti Accounting

3,470

3,470

Bike Care

3,470

3,470

Mystique

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Blossoms

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Natraj

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Brainfever Media Productions

3,470

3,470

New Creation Corner Frites

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Centre de Soins Naturelle

3,470

3,470

AVA‐New Waves

3,470

3,470

Comfort Design

3,470

3,470

Nymphea

3,470

3,470

ASSA‐Convergence

3,470

3,470

Office 4 Architecture and Des.

3,470

3,470

Discovery

3,470

3,470

ASSA‐Ortho Care

3,470

3,470

Dream Craft

3,470

3,470

Path Architects & Planners

3,470

3,470

AVA‐150 DPI

3,470

3,470

Perceptive Eye

3,470

3,470

Earth & Us

3,470

3,470

Pitchandikulam

3,470

3,470

AFA‐Essence of Nature

3,470

3,470

Prisma

3,470

3,470
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Commercial Unit

Total in 33%

Total
Contribution

Commercial Unit

Total
Contribution

Total in 33%

Radiance

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Sarvam Computer

1,735

1,735

ASSA‐Raman Constructions

3,470

3,470

AFA‐Vegan Essence

1,735

1,735

Resonance

3,470

3,470

LEAD‐Being

1,475

1,475

ASSA‐Rio

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Oasis Boutique

1,207

1,207

ASSA‐Rocking Bubbles

3,470

3,470

AVA‐Transformation Daycare

961

961

Roma`s Kitchen

3,470

3,470

AVA‐AV Accounting Service

749

749

AFA‐Royalty Bakery

3,470

3,470

Skinny Wolf

743

743

Sagarmatha

3,470

3,470

LEAD‐Rainbow Swan Studio

684

684

AV ARTS‐Satsang Project

3,470

3,470

LEAD‐Hall of Light

80

80

Pottery Sipapu

3,470

3,470

Total

90,12,871

93,21,091

ASSA‐Softnet

3,470

3,470

Percent of Total

97%

100%

LEAD‐Somagic

3,470

3,470

Shri Arohan

3,470

3,470

Service

ASSA‐Swastika

3,470

3,470

Afsanah GH

AFA‐Taste of Nature

3,470

3,470

Tanto GH (Show:Rs. 2.26 Lakh)

AVA‐Translating Engineer

3,470

3,470

Umbrella Logistics

3,470

Unity Transport Service

Total in 20%

Total
Contribution

2,61,533

2,68,333

3,470

3,470

Center GH

2,00,539

2,05,439

3,470

Auromode GH

1,88,759

1,88,759

3,470

3,470

Sharnga GH

1,50,511

1,50,511

OK Upcycling Studio

3,470

3,470

Joy Community GH

1,32,389

1,32,389

Upcycling Studio kiosk

3,470

3,470

Verite GH

1,15,021

1,15,021

V Design

3,470

3,470

Isai Ambalam GH

1,10,892

1,10,892

Vijayasri Consultancy

3,470

3,470

Samarpan GH

81,945

81,945

AVA‐Vikram Devatha

3,470

3,470

Arka GH

72,254

72,254

Well Paper

3,470

3,470

Atithi Griha GH

70,068

70,068

White ant studio

3,470

3,470

Gaia's Garden GH

65,763

65,763

Yatra Nova

3,470

3,470

New Creation GH

53,718

53,718

ASSA‐Anjali

3,310

3,310

Needam GH

48,941

48,941

Auronet Connect

3,135

3,135

Reve GH

45,609

45,609

Akriti Construction

3,000

3,000

Mitra GH

38,772

38,772

La Maison Boutique

3,000

3,000

Swagatham GH

32,406

32,406

ASSA‐Selvam Multip.Team

3,000

3,000

Tibetan Bodkhang

31,693

31,693

LEAD‐Joy Activities

2,255

2,255

Goodness GH

31,600

31,600

Bhojanam

1,735

1,735

Samasti GH

30,375

30,375

AVA‐Cocoon

1,735

1,735

Creativity GH

27,000

27,000

ASSA‐Dream Studio

1,735

1,735

Aspiration GH

21,383

21,383

Dariya GH

20,139

20,139
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Commercial Unit

Total
Contribution

Total in 33%

Commercial Unit

Total
Contribution

Total in 33%

EUU ‐ Sonja & Umberto GH

19,426

19,426

Aurogreen Farm

3,470

3,470

EUU ‐ Boomivalar GH Coll

18,460

18,460

AWS/Water supply

3,470

3,470

Grace GH

17,670

17,670

Auroville Vehicle Service

3,470

3,470

Youth Camp Fraternity GH

16,604

16,604

Auroville Village Action Group

3,470

3,470

EUU ‐ Avision GH

16,330

16,330

Ayarpaadi

3,470

3,470

Harsha GH

15,106

15,106

Electrical Services

3,470

3,470

La Maison Bleue GH

14,837

14,837

Land Board

3,470

3,470

Vijaya GH

14,640

14,640

La Piscine

3,470

3,470

Conversion HS to GH(1 of 3)

14,400

14,400

Pour Tous Distribution

3,470

3,470

Li Mei GH

13,930

13,930

Red Earth Riding School

3,470

3,470

3 Roses GH

13,690

13,690

Solitude Farm

3,470

3,470

Adhi GH

13,496

13,496

Tomatis Project

3,470

3,470

Abundance GH

640

640

Telephone Service

3,470

3,470

EUU ‐ Selveraj GH

420

420

AV Child Development Center

‐

2,000

23,00,480

23,12,180

Birth Center

1,735

1,735

8,35,625

8,35,625

Sewa

1,735

1,735

31,36,105

31,47,805

Thamarai

1,735

1,735

ALA Lead

1,150

1,150

372

372

55,22,297

62,51,096

Subtotal
Additional Guest Contributions
Total

Service
Financial Services

Total
Contribution

Total
45,95,465

45,95,465

‐

7,25,799

6,51,590

6,51,590

Quiet Healing Centre

58,580

59,580

Botanical Garden

45,110

45,110

Working Committee

27,760

27,760

CSR

20,820

20,820

Sacgred Groves Care

12,145

12,145

Bharat Nivas

10,410

10,410

Citadine

10,410

10,410

Visitor Center

10,410

10,410

ABC

6,940

6,940

Auroville Video Production

6,940

6,940

New Era Secondary School

6,940

6,940

50th Anniversary

3,470

3,470

Anntara

3,470

3,470

Roads Service Collection
Visitor Center Parking

LEAD‐SAVI
Total

Individual Contributions Details
Source
Aurovilian

Total

Total
Contribution

16,49,860

16,98,160

School Participation

8,06,600

8,06,600

Friends of AV

1,62,195

1,62,195

Newcomer

1,08,500

1,08,500

27,27,155

27,75,455

Total
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RUN FOR A CAUSE – RUN FOR THE LAND in
the 13th Auroville Marathon: be a sponsored
runner – or sponsor a runner - on Sunday
February 9th and donate to Acres for Auroville
(any amount of your choice for every
kilometre run). You can fill in the sign-up
sheet before or after the event AUROVILLE MARATHON 2020
sign-up.pdf and send it to lfau@auroville.org.in
BEAUTY FOR A CAUSE – ART FOR LAND 2020 at
the Unity Pavilion, and associated donate-for-theland exhibitions at Savitri Bhavan & Centre d’Art (in
Auroville), and at Aurodhan and The Promenade (in
Pondy). Donate for an artwork or participate in a fundraising
event (see the Art for Land poster in the Events section of this
issue). And don’t miss the Generosity Fair & Afternoon Tea on
the 16th at 3 PM, one of Art for Land’s most joyous events!
Photo by Om Patra
Our collective solidarity for the land – over the years, and
NOW! Today, 8% of City Area land and over 60% of Greenbelt
land are still missing from the Master Plan area!
“The most important thing is to get the land now” is what The
Mother told the early pioneers. And the land has been bought
step by step - by Aurovilians, many giving their last personal
resources - and by loyal worldwide supporters of the great vision
of a City of Dawn. The land has been bought through solidarity
and generosity, and today the need continues, perhaps more
strongly than ever! Land is absolutely central to the existence
of Auroville, its harmonious evolution, and the security of its
future. We invite you to listen and be inspired by two Auroville
Radio interviews on why consolidation of Auroville’s designated
geography is essential https://www.aurovilleradio.org/land-forauroville/ and on the expanding results of solidarity via the Acres
for Auroville campaign, a collaboration of Lands for Auroville
Unified & the worldwide centers of Auroville International.
https://www.aurovilleradio.org/skype-interview-withmandakini-about-a4as-goals-results-and-events/
Land that was once eroded and barren is now green and
fertile; land where water was lost is now bunded and dammed
using conservation & harvesting methods that benefit the bioregion; land where food resources were limited now grows
nourishing varieties using respectful, regenerative methods
pioneered by Auroville farmers; on land where forests and biodiversity declined, Aurovilians plant back the trees that preserve
life and give protection to endangered species. This is what
happens on plots bought thanks to land donations, and then
worked on with heart and determination by Aurovilians. Auroville
has become a recognized inspiration for sustainability, and also
for the development of practical actions in the quest for human
unity & peace, for cultural diversity & understanding, and for
new models integrating humanity’s tools & hopes for a viable
material and spiritual tomorrow. Auroville is a special place
with a special vision, and the land for this special place and
vision needs to be consolidated now. Donations are the only
funds for securing the missing plots, so the land needs us all!!
Don’t miss the Land Board’s special presentation on the need
& challenge at the Unity Pavilion on February 8th at 4 PM.
PLUS this week, you can participate in two dynamic actions
that support Auroville’s ability to secure its still-missing plots:

Announcements
Run for the Joy of Running
13th Auroville Marathon
Sunday, 9th February 2020
Greetings from the Auroville Marathon
Team! Here we are at this time of the year
where we have around 3000+ runners from
all over the world running in Auroville.!
This Sunday, the 13th Auroville Marathon run will be hosted by
the Auroville Marathon Team. Full Marathon will start at 5 AM,
Half at 6.15 AM, 10 K start at 7 AM and the Children's/Open at
7.30 AM .
We invite Aurovilians and guests to cheer and encourage the
runners as they pass by your community. Play music, greet them,
cheer them, offer water, offer your wishes. We also request
everyone to drive slow and give ample space for the runners and
walkers sharing the roads on Sunday. The less dust we kick off,
the happier the runners will be and so much better their "Joy Of
Running" in Auroville.
The runners will pass by the following Aid stations:
Visitor Center (4.30am to 11.30am)
Pitanga (5.00am to 8.45am)
Deepanam School (5.15am to 8.55 am)
Gaia Junction (5.20am to 9.10am)
Ansuya Forest (5.30am to 9.30am)
Aikyam School/New Creation (5.40am to 9.40am)
Rajeswari College (5.45am to 9.50am)
Youth center (5.55am to 10.05am)
Auromics (6.00am to 10.20am)
Matrimandir Gate (6.00 am to 10.50am)
The starting point for the event will be at the Visitor Center and
finishing at Aurodam Football Ground.
(* N & N team have posted the route map as an addendum)
Everyone is welcome!
Love, Auroville Marathon Team
Auroville Marathon Organising Team
SaraCon, Kottakarai
Irumbai Post
Auroville-605111
www.marathon.auroville.com; marathon@auroville.org.in
Facebook:http://www.facebook.com/AurovilleMarathon
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From the Working Committee:
Professor Sachidananda Mohanty, member Governing Board,
Auroville Foundation, requested to share the report, hereby
attached, that he has submitted as Chairman of the Task Forces
on Governance and Education, which can be found on Auronet
at this link: https://auroville.org.in/article/77668. If you have
any feedback to share with Professor Mohanty on this topic,
then please send your feedback to: wcoffice@auroville.org.in .
We will be compiling and sending it through the office of the
Auroville Foundation to Professor Mohanty.
With regards,
The Working Committee

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

From the Housing Service:
House Type: Row House
Location: Serenity Community
Plinth Area: 82 sqm
Suitable for: Couple, Single App. Deadline: 13 Feb 2020

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Auroville Foundation processes issuing of ID cards only to
the Aurovilians who are registered in the RoR.

********************************
Need Pregnant Women: 14 Feb @ 3 PM

House Type: Row House
Location: Prarthna Community Plinth Area: 110 sqm
Suitable for: Couple, Single App. Deadline: 13 Feb 2020
*

An Aurovilian is a resident of Auroville, aged 18 and above,
whose name has been entered in the Register of Resident (RoR)
as maintained by the Auroville Foundation (AVF) Office.
The change of status from Newcomer to Aurovilian is official
only once the individual has filled in and signed the B-Form. An
Aurovilian’s name is entered into the RoR after he/she has met
with the Secretary of the AVF with an appointment arranged by
the Entry Secretariat. These appointments are fixed by the
Entry Secretariat according to the availability of the Secretary,
but not at any personal request of an individual.

ENTRY SERVICE IS OPEN TO PUBLIC
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 09:30AM-12:30PM

Housing Assets available for transfer

*

that the duration of the process cannot exceed 18 months from
the date of confirmation.

*

FROM THE ENTRY SERVICE - ES # 028 - 08-02-2020
Our team is happy to recommend the following individuals as
Aurovilians, Newcomers and Friends of Auroville, joining
Auroville. Prior to Newcomer, Aurovilian and Friend of Auroville
status confirmation, for Newcomers, Associates and Friends of
Auroville two weeks and for Aurovilians and Returning
Aurovilians one month window for community feedback. Kindly
forward your support or grievances to
entryservice@auroville.org.in.

We are looking for pregnant women (with or
without their partner) who are willing to join
our Watsu & Pregnancy workshop on 14
February from 3 to 5 pm. You will receive a
deeply relaxing Watsu session and experience first-hand the
benefits of a warm water treatment for expecting mothers. If
needed, we will happily reimburse your transport to and fro the
Quiet Healing Center.
Please contact us beforehand @ quiet@auroville.org.in
call us at 9488084966 or 2622329.

or

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A Greetings
Freiburg

from

AV International

South

Germany,

NEWCOMER CONFIRMED:
 Angelica BERNAL MALDONALDO (Colombian)

The south Group, Freiburg, would like to engage with Auroville.
We invite you to email us when you came to Europe, Germany
for the Summer. We could engage conferences, talks, seminars,
massage, etc. for you. Please contact us!

AUROVILIANS ANNOUNCED:
 Ulaganathan RAMASAMY (aka Logu) (Indian) staying in
Djaima and working at Auro Lakshmi Construction
 Veronique DESIMPEL (Belgian) staying in Surrender and
working at Transition School

Rolf, ex-resident from Petite Ferme is in Auroville till February
17,- cosmic @ auroville.org.in You can meet me at Sharnga Guest
House. Love Betty Kraus, Hans-Peter Kraus, Harald Fehrenbach,
and Rolf Brokmeier

AUROVILIANS CONFIRMED:
 Marcia BOIKO (Brazilian)
 Senthamarai VENUGOPAL (Indian)

FRIENDS OF AUROVILLE ANNOUNCED:
 Annamma Maduvamakkal Abraham (aka) Anita (Belgian)
 Ken Vanosky (USA)
 Narendra GEHLAUT (Indian)
YOUTH TURNED 18 ANNOUNCED:
 Arun RASCHIDY (Austrian) staying in Kailash and studying
at Future School
 Janani MURUGESAN (Indian) staying in Fraternity and
studying at Vivekanandha College
 Priyanga GOVINDARAJA (Indian) staying in Sangamam and
studying at Idhaya College (Pondicherry)
 Subhapradha JAYAMOORTHI (Indian) staying in La Ferme
and studying at Sri Venkateswara College (Pondicherry)
 Xinpeng LIAO (Chinese) staying in Surrender and working at
Evergreen Forest
NOTE: The Newcomer probation year becomes effective only
after the NC kit has been completed and returned. Be aware

*

*

*

*

Spirit of Sport
You may remember we had
announced a Spirit of Sport
event for
all
Auroville
and
Outreach Schools, to happen last
October at Dehashakti sport’s campus. Due to heavy rains, it
was posponed... We are happy to inform everyone that it is
planned for Saturday Feb. 15th with a new schedule (8:30 am
to 3:00 pm). You can participate only a part (or parts) of the
day if it suits you better.
To help out that day
we need Volunteers. Please come on Wednesday 12th at 5:00
pm at Dehashakti. Please come forward, it will be a fun day
with all the children, teachers and parents, to highlight
the Spirit of Sport and our sincere wish towards Unity!
Board of Physical Education and Auroville sports’ teachers
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**************************************************************************

Auroville Mixed Martial Arts will resume

training with regular classes again, practicing
self-defense, the art of Jiu Jitsu and MMA. All
beginners and advanced students are welcome.
We meet Monday, Wednesday and Thursday

from 5.30 to 7 PM @ Dehashakti Gym.

Dennis dennis.freischlad@gmail.com, phone 9047087185
****************************************************************

Women Empowerment/
Local Livelihood
A model for social
Enterprise
Phone and Whatsapp: +91 93857 44722

THANK YOU
A big heart-and-belly-felt Thank You! to the PTDC lunch
cooks and servers for your wonderful food and dedicated
service! ~ Swaha

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
From the German Consulate:
Deutscher Konsulats-Sprechtag
am 9.3.2020 im Infocenter (Visitors Center)
Eingang von aussen - linke Seite.
10.30 Uhr bis 12.00 Uhr
Beglaubigungen unter den gleichen
Konditionen wie im Konsulat
(siehe Website). Gebuehren muessen
passend in Rupees entrichtet und
Fotokopien fuer Beglaubigungen
mitgebracht werden.
13.30 Uhr bis 15.00 Uhr
Allgemeine Konsulatsinformationen
zum Erb-, Familien- und Passrecht.
Voraussetzung ist, die Fragen bis zum
26.2.2020 vorab per Mail zu uebersenden
an info@chennai.diplo.de unter dem
Betreff: Konsulats-Sprechtag Auroville
(Keine anwaltliche bzw. notarielle
individuelle Rechtsberatung)

MOTHER’S ROOM DARSHAN - 21ST FEB
&

Anniversary
of
the
Supramental
Manifestation on Earth - 29th February
Tokens for Darshan will be registered @ Pitanga, Samasti on:
Friday 14th & Saturday 15th, 9 am - 12.30 pm and 3 - 6 PM
This is a service for Aurovilians & Newcomers only. We remind
you dear friends that we do not take requests on mail. (Sorry for
the inconvenience). So to register your name(s) for Mother’s
Darshan tokens, we invite you to come or send someone to
Pitanga with a requesting note. We will do our best for your
requirements. Registration on phone will be taken only for
people who are sick or not mobile.
Collection of tokens will be on Wednesday 19th and Thursday
20th for both Darshan at Pitanga from 9-12.30 pm and 3- 6 pm
Darshan timings: The tokens given by the Ashram enables you to
go for Darshan usually between 12.00 noon and 5.00 pm with
the limit of 30 Persons per slot. The time slot 3.30 - 4 pm is
reserved for Aurovilians taking the bus.
Transport: The bus trip is restricted to those who are going for
the Darshan should be going at the usual time. Please check with
the person responsible for the transport on Darshan days.
Reminder from the Ashram:
Auroville will not be granted extra tokens, beyond 300 tokens
provided in the regular 10 time slots.
Reminder from us:
There are four ways to go to Sri Aurobindo’s Room or Mother’s
Room without a token on Darshan days.
1. You may join the queue of devotees at 5-6 pm on the
previous day, spend the night waiting on the street and
enter the Ashram compound for Darshan from 3 am
onwards.
2. You may go on the day itself, join the queue between 3 and
6 am.
3. You may go in the morning of the Darshan day and get your
token at the Ashram. In this case you will probably need to
wait or come back later at the time indicated on the token.
4. You may join the queue after 5 pm on Darshan Day. Tokens
will be available on the spot near the Ashram Post Office.
~ Kumar, Mallika: Pitanga team

OBITUARIES
Navoditte
At around 3am of Saturday morning
1 February, our long-term friend
and brother, Aurovilian-of-the-firsthour Navoditte (Norman Thomas)
left his body at the age of 93 at
Marika Home, quietly in his sleep.
During the last few days he had
steadily withdrawn and was in
peace.

Savi is happy to invite volunteers and
guests to discover Auroville through a VIP
(Volunteer Introduction Program)

A 4 day discovery journey in Auroville for
long term volunteers and interns

February 13th-14th and 17th-18th, 8.30 AM – 4:30 pm

We’ll explore Auroville history, bioregion, spiritual insights,
environmental projects, educational activities and much more.
We’ll visit projects on site and meet dedicated Aurovilians.
We
have
few
places
available
for
guests.
Information and registration at study@auroville.org.in
Warmly, Savi team
Sara, Boomi, Saranya, Manojkumar, Pranshula and Shivakumar

Originally from Wales, UK, Navoditte was an author and poet. In
1963 his first book ‘Ask at the Unicorn’ was published to critical
acclaim in UK and USA. When travelling in USA in the sixties, he
met his wife Alice, and many of the major poets and writers of
the time. In 1967 Navoditte came to the Sri Aurobindo Ashram
and worked at Senteurs. He attended Auroville’s inauguration
and moved to Aspiration around 1971 where he was involved in
the Prosperity distributions of that time. He was part of the
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group that regularly met with the Mother (which conversations
were recorded in ‘Aspiration Talks’). Extensively making notes
on the turmoil events of those early years, he later destroyed
them because he no longer wanted to be caught up in the
memories thereof.
During the 80’s, Navoditte worked in Shuttle Technology library
at Aurelec, as its librarian. Already still in the seventies, he had
moved with Alice to Certitude where he functioned for some
time as the weatherman, living in the Eco House and taking daily
weather records. Eventually the couple built their own house
there where they lived until Alice passed away after which he
moved to Invocation. Several years ago he moved to Marika Home
where he spent a good and happy last stretch of his life.
In 2003 his ‘The thousand-petalled daisy’ book was published in
which he describes the experiences, findings, emotional growth
and understanding of a young person’s first encounters with life
in India, the Mother and himself in a rather unique and intimate
way. Navoditte’s poems appeared in ‘Mother India’, ‘Sri
Aurobindo’s action’, ‘50 poems from Auroville’ and other
collections. (An excerpt of ‘With stump of candle’ is posted here
at the end, and here the poem that was found next to him:

SUBASH
This is to inform the
community
that
in
the
morning of Saturday, 1
February, our good friend and
brother Subash (M.S. Subash
Chandra) passed away in
Mahalakshmi
Home,
surrounded by his AVHS
caretakers and friends. He had just become 74 earlier this month
and had been battling Parkinson’s disease since several years.
Born in Madurai, and after obtaining an B.E. (Electrical) at
Madras University, Subash read some texts by Mother and Sri
Aurobindo which deeply touched him. He travelled to Pondicherry
in 1971 for Mother’s public darshan with as result that, at the age
of 27, he joined Auroville in 1973 where he became part of the
Last School team in Aspiration. It may have been here that his
interest in education began. However, as he gradually felt the
need for a more personal guidance in his spiritual development, he
left Auroville at the end of ’74 to join a karma yogi elsewhere with
whom he stayed for 18 years.
Having been introduced to various methods of education during
that time, Subash returned to Auroville in 1994 in order to conduct
a 4-months experiment with 12 kindergarten children of New
Creation Bilingual (now Aikiyam) School, using the Glenn Doman
Word Flash Cards method which he wanted to test on their
authenticity and usefulness. This was one of the first such efforts
in Auroville. It proved successful and from there he became a
much-appreciated teacher at the school’s primary level.
In 1996, when Lisa left Isai Ambalam school, he was asked to take
over and this became the love of his life. He continued studying
and applying more alternative educational approaches, one after
another, and trained the teachers to use them. At the same time,
he wrote a number of papers on these various systems, bringing
them to the attention of many schools in Tamil Nadu. He also
conducted ‘Consecration’ and other workshops and week-ends,
introducing young Aurovilians and residents in the bioregion to the
teachings of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother. When several years ago
the STEM Land Project started in the school, its educational
direction somewhat changed, while still integrating the use of
these effective innovative approaches for maximizing the learning
of the students.
Subash was determined in getting education to whomever
needed. He started out in a small house in New Creation, from
where he moved to Isai Ambalam, then Creativity, and this last
half year he remained in Mahalakshmi Home, where he bloomed
up through the round-the-clock, loving attention from the
residents and AVHS ladies. Many of his students will dearly miss
him and pray for his good journey to the Light, and so does
Auroville with love and gratitude.

Those who closely knew Navoditte will remember him for his
great sense of humour and self-deprecation. For most of us he
was a quietly present, early-on pioneer and stalwart old-faithful,
and we let him go with love and gratitude.
It is the dark world
I leave behind me on this pilgrimage…
Yet…He who meets me
greets me not with scorn
as I deserve, but with his grace.
It is almost too much for me to bear.

Subash’s remains were taken to the Crown Road Farewell Centre
and were buried on Sunday morning, 2 February, with members of
his family, Isai Ambalam staff, students and friends attending.
See also https://youtu.be/QsbiBXqRoO4
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Martin Sobieroj

LOOKING FOR

In the afternoon of Sunday 2 February,
our German friend and brother Martin
Sobieroj passed away in his room at Arka
with some of his friends at his side. He
was 76 and had been suffering pancreatic
cancer. Martin was ready to go and had
opted to stay away from heavy treatment
and follow the natural course of the
disease, a choice which he -admirablyadhered to apart from accepting some pain plasters at the very
end.
Being a searcher from young age onwards, Martin already came
to Auroville in 77 but it became clear that for him it was not the
right time, or possibly not the right motivation. When he
returned 15 years later with the sincere intent to further his
spiritual development here, he very soon got in contact with
Gangalakshmi with whom he started working at L’Agenda de
Mère in Aspiration and became Aurovilian in ‘94. When the House
of Mother’s Agenda (HOMA) moved to Savitri Bhavan in 2006, he
continued his non-stop research and information work such as
answering questions from Aurovilians pertaining to Sri
Aurobindo’s and Mother’s work, making indexes and
compilations of their texts whenever needed, preparing with
Gangalakshmi the HOMA pages for News&Notes and so on, always
in a spirit of collaboration and giving.
Apart from writing several texts on Auroville’s Integral Yoga and
context, and regularly participating in discussions on Auronet,
Martin also wrote the published book ‘Der Stern des Abgrundes:
das Medium Adolf Hitler im Lichte Sri Aurobindo und Der
Mutter’ (‘The star of the abyss: the medium Adolf Hitler in the
light of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother’), a collection of
statements from the Mother and Sri Aurobindo on the
mediumistic nature of Hitler for which Martin, by widely
researching German literature of the time, documented
convincing confirmations. The book gives a good overview of the
occult Hitler phenomenon largely ignored by historians.
Thanking him for having been a reference point for many, we
pray that purification and rejuvenation be his share in the Light.
For an interesting overview of his life, starting with his Russian
father: see https://youtu.be/taQYIowP6tY

APPEAL
Help w/ Exam Fees Needed - Dear community, I am writing
to you, as I find myself in a difficult situation due to unfortunate
circumstances, and I do need help to pay the exam fees for my
two children, studying in Future School. I heard about the
anonymous good will fund (Acc.252090), and hoping to get a one
time support to pay for the exam. Thank you very much!
Nadia Akcadurak <nadia.akcadurak@gmail.com>

LOST & FOUND

House Sitter Wanted
My house in Quiet is available for housesitting
from 21 Feb to 2nd March. My house is best for
a single person and at the very most a couple.
I have a dog and cat that need care. Please SMS/ WhatsApp me
on 9488483286 or email – nandita@sharan-india.org

AVAILABLE
SPACE AVAILABLE FOR RENT - 18.30 sqm. closed office
space with air-conditioning located on the first floor inside
Aurelec premises, with superb infrastructure, including
generators, UPS back-up, 24 hr security, parking and
canteen facilities. Interested people may contact Mr. Siva
at Aurelec in person, or by phone 2622 293/294 or email adps@auroville.org.in
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Coworking Space available:
Get a personal desk to yourself or share a
communal table with peers.We've got a
hot desk, a few flexi options and room for
your personal quite space as well.
Contact us: +91 8903341138 or
email: aurea@auroville.org.in

Water Filter Available
Irene - Luminosity
91-9159186803
irene.disez@yahoo.fr

WORK OPPORTUNITIES
HR Initiative: HR Initiative is a service which helps individual
Aurovilians and Newcomers who are looking for suitable work to
find it, and to help Auroville units and services who are looking
to fill positions to find the right individuals to step in.
Secretary for our organization
You will do administrative work (MS office, emails, meeting
organization and notes, basic accounts, database entry, google
drive) for our organization, you have very good spoken and
written English language skills. You are regular, a good team
player and familiar with Auroville. Part time (in the mornings),
maintenance available after a probation period of one month
Maintenance and Repair Management
You have knowledge in electromechanics, you have an
engineering degree and hands on experience in equipment
repair. Your daily tasks will be the repair of medical equipment,
planning of repair works and infrastructure planning. You are
responsible for keeping the equipment in good condition and
ensure the smooth functioning of the setup. Maintenance
available.

RayBan sunglasses, lost near Matrimandir on 29th Jan.
Willing to pay postage for return. Naina Agarwal Ph. No.:
91+ 9634848763

And other positions (please inquire about details):
System Administrator
Project Management
Customer Care / Graphic Design
Graphic Designer (volunteer)
Social Media Manager (part time)
Volunteer for Women Empowerment Project
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Farm Development and Support
Teacher (Mechanical Engineering)
Chief Operating Officer
Sales Shop and Production Assistant
Volunteer for Film Scanning
Experienced Gardener
Educational Facilitator and Program Coordinator with Eco
Femme
Dental Assistant
Administration and production Supervision
Please contact us for more information and if you are interested
in any of these work opportunities or if you are looking for
something else. hr_hub@auroville.org.in
If you are searching for work: fill in this form

The 12 Gardens and the 800+ Flowers (Part 3)
– the 1st Approach (not the one that worked!)
~ Pavel Bogdanovich
The first approach of distribution of the flowers to the Gardens
tried to avoid any personal influence and to be obvious and
simple. It was based on coincidences of words in spiritual
names and comments between different flowers. Here is an
example for the Life garden, made in April or May 2019. The
flowers that have the word "life" in their spiritual names or
comments were placed on the paper and marked with red
colour:

AUROVILLE RADIO / TV
The management of Auroville Radio has undergone a radical
change and this is the right time to propose new ideas and / or
to join Auroville Radio management team. The Radio receives a
small budget from the city but if you want to further contribute
to its development you can donate here or here (Intra Av
donation transfer instructions).
All the recordings are available and ready to be copied on your
memory stick at the AurovilleRadioTv premises in Town Hall,
opposite the Financial Service. These are the latest programs
published by Auroville Radio:

Quantum Physicist Amit Goswami's talk at Unity Pavilion
Swing Me trio – Live concert at Cripa
Savitri, Book VII, Canto III, Part 3
Art for Land 2020 – Sacred Music Concert
Une série hebdomadaire de lectures par Gangalakshmi (en
Français) – 314
Art for Land 2020 inauguration – speech by Kiran Bedi
AVFF 2020 – Live concert by Beatles Tribute band
AVFF 2020 – Live concert by Bullet Proof
You can listen to all of the programs and more on
www.aurovilleradio.org For more info call 0413-2623331 or
email radio@auroville.org.in
Stay connected with us for more event updates on our social
media sites: FB: facebook.com/auroville.radio, Twitter:
AurovilleRadioTV & Website: aurovilleradio.org

Apart of the word "life", they often have other significant
words, corresponding with other flowers. These words were
marked with orange, and the corresponding flowers were added
to the paper. Those flowers as well had some other significant
words corresponding with other flowers; they were marked
with yellow, and so more flowers were added, etc.
The chains of the flowers' groups appeared, for example: “life”
aims for the “service” of the Divine, the “service” brings you to
“realization”, “realization” is full of “promise”, etc.
Finally, the paper has grown so much: in a few steps the
number of participating flowers exceeded 60, but as a general
overview:

MATRIMANDIR
Collective Offering –
Sunday 9th February, from 3.30 - 4.30 PM
Dear Aurovilians, Newcomers and Friends,
You are invited to participate in the collective offering of our
work under the Banyan tree. We will gather under the
Banyan and work in silence. Please note that this is an
invitation to work only. The tasks range from collecting
leaves to other simple tasks in the gardens that need to get
done.
~The Matrimandir Team
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It seems that each new step of adding flowers brings us further
away from the initial topic of the "Life", instead of revealing it.
One can also note that this kind of “jumping” from one flower to
another just by matching of words causes controversial
“overlapping” with the other gardens' images. For example,
“Service” seems more related to the Utility garden,
“Conversion” – to the Light, “Action” – to the Progress, “Smile”
– to the Youth, “Realization” – to the Perfection, etc.
On the other hand, the scheme enables understanding, that the
12 Gardens are not just an evolutionary chain, which starts from
“Existence” and ends with “Perfection”. The Gardens may
contain numerous links and circles of the unending progress, in
which a result can often become a cause of its condition’s
development! In addition, with the help of this "mechanistic"
approach, we can often ensure our intuitive guesses or even
discover new relations between qualities and aspects on the
subtle level. For example: here are relations between "Ananda",
"Enthusiasm" and "Joy", discovered by correlation of their aspects
(highlighted):

Sunday 9 th of February, 8.30 11.30 am Urban Gardens / Townhall
Area with Luigi
Meeting point: Town Hall main
parking. Bring your own
transport.(contact 95851 96112).
Visits the Beema bamboo waste water filtration system,
wall creepers, various waste water recycle systems, City
Centre connected solar system, Maison des Jeunes (habitat
for youth and volunteers) Rooftop vegetable garden and see
a video in Centre d ‘Art (Citadine )
Sunday 16th Feb Botanical Gardens
Sunday 16 th of February
Botanical Gardens 9-11 am with Nasim and Marie (contact:
788680001298)
Description:The gardens were started in 2000 on a 50 acre big
land. Since then a dedicated crew of Aurovilians, volunteers
and paid workers have turned dry grassland into a young forest,
an arboretum, nursery, and multiple small focus gardens. The
Auroville Botanical Garden has been established in response to
the disappearing Tropical Dry Evergreen Forest (TDEF) of the
Coromandel Coast, south India, and to the global need for the
conservation of genetic diversity in the plant kingdom in a wide
range of climatic conditions. Education and raising
environmental awareness is another of our principal missions to
serve the young generation of our closest neighbors in the
villages around Auroville.
Directions: From Solar Kitchen (cycling 25 minutes) take a right
, past Certitude and on the crossing take a right again on the
tarred Auroville main road, pass UTS taxi and Aurovelo on your
right till you come to the village of Edyanchavadi. Just before
the large Udavi school complex turn left on the sandy road past
the Adventure back gate on your left and several compound
walls, till on your left you see the Botanical garden front . Park
and meet at the Lily pond in front of the office gate.

As the result, "Enthusiasm" and "Joy"-expressing groups of
flowers can be related to the Bliss garden along with "Ananda"
flowers.
As this approach failed to harmoniously distribute the Flowers to
the Gardens by the mentioned above reasons of "overlapping"
and "going out of the topic", another approach was needed,
which could be free from disadvantages of the "mechanistic"
way, could be more conscious, keeping in mind all the 12
Gardens while distributing the Flowers. To be continued …

GREEN MATTERS

Program; After a short History of the gardens you will visit the
orchid house, continue through the ornamental garden, enjoy
getting lost in the maze, smell the perfume of the plumerias
and see our thorny friends. From there we will walk through
the forest, see the vegetable garden and the TDEF (tropical dry
evergreen forest ) nursery . You will visit the watch tower
the Color- and Indian gardens and the Puchi Mahal and see the
latest projects done by the Botanical garden crew and their
volunteers . Bring sun protection and water !

Sunday 23rd February Baraka
(see this space in N &amp; N or event calendar on Auronet
for route descriptions /timings and contacts )
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Water Saving Tip!

If you still have a garden that needs water,
before watering it, don’t forget to check if it
actually needs water. If the soil is still wet 5
centimetres below the surface, your plants
don’t need water.
With love from the Water Group, helping Auroville become a
water-sensitive city. watergroup@auroville.org.in
www.aurovillewater.in;
www.facebook.com/aurovillewatergroup

ECO Service –
Auroville’s Waste Management
Team
Location: In Kottakarai, on the road just
before Afsanah's Guesthouse
Timings: Mon - Sat, 8:30 am to 12:30 pm, 1:30 -4:30pm
Phone: 94 43 535172 (Palani K.); 94 43 090114 (Kali B.)
Email: ecoservice@auroville.org.in

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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MOBILITY IN AUROVILLE

GO GREEN WITH KINISI

If you want to enjoy silent, emission-less and
dust-free independent mobility while in
Auroville, you can rent very good electric
bicycles at KINISI. They have reasonable prices,
degressive according to the length of your rental period. Please
reserve well in advance to make sure you have one for your
entire stay. You can book online at http://kinisi.in, write to
kinisi@auroville.org.in or call +91 8300460679 / +91 8300460680
/ +91 4132622277.
They are located inside the CSR gate, a 10 minute-walk from
Town Hall. Open from Monday to Saturday from 9:30 to 12:30
and from 2:00-4:30pm. Thank you for choosing sustainable
mobility while in Auroville!







sustainable solution through our range of electric rickshaws
and scooters.
Shared taxi services: Shared Transport Service (STS) is now
ITS. Share a taxi, save money and the environment.
Vehicle repairs & maintenance: Tired of travelling all the
way to Pondy to get your electric vehicle fixed? Now bring
your e-vehicle to the ITS workshop opposite Solar Kitchen.
Courier/delivery services: Need something to be picked up
or dropped off? A parcel, groceries, a cheque…? Let ITS do it
for you.
Courier drops from Amazon and other e-tailers: If you are
tired of giving directions to delivery guys, you can get your
couriers dropped off at ITS and pick it up from here or we
can drop if off at your house.
Charge your EVs: We have plenty of charging points so
please feel free to charge your electric vehicles at ITS main
office (opposite Solar Kitchen), the Town Hall, Ganesh
Bakery, the Tibetan Pavilion and Tanto’s near Kuilapalayam.


TAXI SHARING

City Transport Shuttle Service



Quick "Pick up and Drop" Shuttle Service within the city area or
nearby, free of charge, operating with 2 EV vehicles - quiet
electric 7 passenger vans
Where: from Visitors Centre Main Gate or on call.
When: daily 9.30am to 6.00pm.
How: call landline (best) 0413-262-2611 or 9487650951
(driver).

Bicycle Rental @ Visitors Centre
Available from the Kiosk, near Dosa Corner / Dreamer’s Café.
Daily/Weekly/Monthly rates; 9.00am - 5.30pm;
ph: o413-262-3034

Cycle Kiosk at Solar Kitchen area
Several inexpensive and restored cycles available. Repair and
maintenance of all types of bicycles.
Where: Opposite PTDC/Foodlink/Solar Kitchen
When: Monday to Saturday: 9.30am to 4pm.
How: drop in

To find out how ITS can
support your transportation
needs in an eco-friendly way,
please visit us at our office
opposite Solar Kitchen. We are
open from 9AM to 5PM.
You can also write to us - its@auroville.org.in
or call us on any of these numbers:
+91 8098776644 | +91 9442566256 | +91 9840983080.
Your ITS Team (Integrated Transport Services)

What we can do for you at ITS
In addition, ITS also offers a range of other sustainable mobility
services including:
 Electric scooter rentals: Try out our exciting new electric
scooters that promote quiet and sustainable mobility in
Auroville
 Scooter purchase services: ITS can help you with access to
the best electric scooters in the market for your long term
needs.
 Local pick up/drop services: Need a ride to ECR,
Kuyilapalayam, Pondy or anywhere in Auroville? ITS has the

Auroville service of taxi sharing available with ITS at:
http://sharedtransport.auroville.org/ (an initiative by earth&us)

10th of Feb – Leaving Chennai Airport 12.10 lunchtime to
Auroville, please contact ingridt@auroville.org.in or
9443843976
 11th of February - Taxi to the Airport leaving Arati 8 AM,
please contact ingridt@auroville.org.in or 9443843976
 February 18th to Chennai Airport, leaving AV 1 AM
 Contact Margaret 904 707 1826

TRAVEL
Latest News from the Inside India
We are located at Kalpana office 2
(Opposite the Library)
Hours: 10:00- 13:00 and 13:30 - 18:00
Our New WhatsApp insideindiaphone: 852495-3783
Latest offers from International Airlines
Oman Airways has special offers to Europe
Lufthansa has offers to selected destination in Europe and US
Emirates has offers to selected destinations in Europe and USA
Qatar Airways has special fares to Europe and USA
Etihad Airways has special offers to Europe & USA
British Airways has special offers to Europe & USA
Insurance: We highly recommend to avail of a Travel Insurance
for all foreign travels. Visa: We assist to obtain Visa's for all
individuals who requier one for their foreign travel.
Please check with us in advance regarding flight schedules &
baggage policies of airlines.
International Flight Ticket and Hotel bookings - 2622078,
travelshop@auroville.org.in
Domestic Flight Tickets / Trains / Bus / Visa / Travel Insurance
-2623030, domestic@inside-india.com
International Flight Tickets / International Hotel booking - 0413
262-2078, travelshop@auroville.org.in,
Domestic Flight Tickets / Trains / Bus / Travel Insurance - 0413
-262-3030, domestic@inside-india.com,
Tours and Domestic Hotel booking - 0413 – 262-2047,
insideindia@auroville.org.in
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TALKS
Inside India presents:
a one‐day introduction to
‘The Bhagawad Gita
and its relevance to the Integral Yoga of Sri Aurobindo’.

On 13th February 2020, Thursday

Time: 09:00 to 12:00 - Lunch break - 14:00 to 17:00

Venue: Inside India, Ground Floor, Auroshilpam
(behind Auromode Guest‐house)

DINING
Lunches at Botanical Gardens
Monday to Friday at 12 30.
We serve south Indian food + salad from the gardens :)
Best is to whatsapp me on 7868001298 in the morning
to book your lunch but also welcome to just join in
and enjoy lunching with us :)
It touches on the following topics:
 Yoga in daily life
 The triple path of knowledge, work and surrender
 Conflicts and difficulties as opportunities for inner
growth
 Living life from the innermost truth of our being
Presented by: Ela Thole
Register in advance at 2622047 between 10:00 & 12:30 or
14:30 & 17:0oor mail us at insight@auroville.org.in
Aurovilans and Newcomers are welcome; contribution is
required from Guests. This program is a recreational activity.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Traditional Japanese Lunch with Emiko
Location: Joy Community
Saturdays @ 12.30 from February 8th
We are happy to announce that we are restarting
one of our beautiful mostly organic lunches accompanied with
the usual family atmosphere of Joy Community. Ingredients are
all fresh (some from our amazing vegetable garden) and depend
on the inspiration of the season, garden, and Emiko's rising sun.
Some of the traditional dishes that Emiko will prepare with love
and Japanese precision, are: vegetarian sushi & sashimi, miso
soup, vegetable tempura, rice onigiri (pyramidal balls), gyoza
(dumplings), fermented salads, peanuts tofu, green tea
chocolate cake, green tea jelly, etc. From now, there's no need
to reserve, but there are limited places and we'll follow first
come first serve policy; thus if you want to make sure to join us
for lunch, please book in advance your meal and we'll reserve it
for you. For info regarding the menu of the day and reservation
call or Whatsapp directly Emiko at +91 9489188308 or email us
at joycommunity@auroville.org.in. We offer a 25 % discount for
Aurovilians, New Comers and SAVI registered volunteers. Love,
Joy Community team :-)
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EXHIBITIONS

**********************************************************
We at Centre d'Art,
Auroville invite you
for an Exhibition

"NOTES ON THE WAY"

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

by Pierre Legrand
Exhibition from
1st-18th Feb 2020.
Gallery hours: 10.00
am to 12.00 am &
2.00 pm to 4.30pm.

USO VERA (True Face)
African Mask
Exhibition Fundraiser
for African Pavilion

Note: Please park your
vehicle at the Town
hall parking.
Gallery closed on
Sunday. To contact
artist please reach out
to Centre d'Art Gallery.

Photos by: Sri, Elisa & Igor
Masks by: CENTOCANI
Now til March 6th, 2020
Openings: Mon-Fri 10am 12pm & 2pm - 4pm
Since the beginning, masks
have been built and used
by humans to represent all
aspects of life bigger than
themselves. Death masks,
ritual masks, war masks…
In some parts of the world,
this tradition is still alive.

*****************************************************************

Hailing from Venice, the birthplace of European masks,
CENTOCANI has travelled through West Africa to study the
essence of masks, in ritual and performance alike.
The result of this research is embodied in this wonderful
collection of African masks, recreated to be once again worn
and honoured.
Sri, Elisa and Igor are artists / photographers, who have been
struck by the power of these liminal objects. The collaboration
between CENTOCANI's research and their vision resulted in this
haunting, powerful and unique exhibition, the likes of which
Auroville has never seen.
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The Auroville Choir
Performs compositions on the theme

“Poetry in Music”
in South India. During the afternoon there will be guided to

Sat 8th and Sun 9th February 2020
at 8.00 pm at CRIPA, Kalabhumi

Please arrive by 7:45 pm.
The 11 pieces, composed by Ola Gjeilo, Pau Casals, Franz
Schubert and Anandi Sala Casanova among others, will be sung a
capella or with instrumental accompaniment: piano/percussion.

* See The Forest Moot under Cultural Events

If you want to attend and are not from Auroville, please send an
email
to lieserdivya@gmail.com with
the
number
of
participants, then show the confirmation email to AV Security
upon entering. Option possible until Friday February 7th.

CULTURAL EVENTS

For more information on the compositions, please see the (upcoming)
post on Auronet.

Integral Dialogue Circle of
poetry, performance and
creative conversation
Monday 10th Feb, 5 – 7 PMBhumika Hall, Bharat Nivas
Irena Ateljevic, Auroville
International Croatia & Irena Taskovski, Laboratory of Evolution
CHU, Auroville warmly invite you to join an Integral Dialogue
Circle of poetry, performance and creative conversation with:

Alexander Schieffer & Rama Mani, Transformative
Scholar-Activists, Poets, Performers & Spiritual Seekers
of Unity, Co-Founders of Home for Humanity:

Alexander Schieffer, Founder, Trans4m Centre for
Integral Development; Director of Ph.D. in integral
development, Da Vinci Univ., S. Africa; Lecturer on SelfSocietal Transformation at St Gallen; Co-Editor, Routledge
Series on Transformation & Innovation; Co-Author, Integral
Development & Integral Research to Innovation; Author of
Firebird: a poetic journey & Star King, a spiritual quest
novel. www.Trans-4-m.com

Rama Mani, Founder, Theatre of Transformation

KIRTAN - Thursday 13th. February, 5 – 7 PM
Butterfly Barn, Svedame.
Circle of devotional singing w/ Upahar and friends.

Academy, Geneva; Convenor, Enacting Global
Transformation, Oxford University; Lecturer,
Transformative Justice MA course, Geneva University;
Councillor World Future Council Co-Founder, Rising Women
Rising World; Author, Beyond Retribution & Responsibility
to Protect. www.rama-mani.com,
www.TheatreofTransformation.org

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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VAST -by Surya Performance Lab, Auroville
12 & 13 February 2020, Time: 8 PM
Venue: Sri Aurobindo Auditorium, Bharat Nivas
After the great success of the show VAST during our recent
national tour in India as well as in the prestigious Bharat Rang
Mahotsav festival directed by the National School of Drama,
New Delhi and before our upcoming tour in South Africa,
members of Surya Performance Lab, Philippe Pelen, Thierry
Moucazambo, Gopal Dalami, and Barbara Paschinger are happy
to invite you for 2 exceptional performances of VAST.
VAST is a contemporary dance theatre show: It is organic,
hypnotic, poetic and universal. VAST evokes the journey of a
young man from Nepal who was forced into exile in a big Indian
city. Beyond oppression and confinement, he tries to find in his
body a path to his Himalaya and Vastness.
“The performance was beyond imagination touching our individual
from within. The soul was touched and created goosebumps.’’ -Dr.
Rohit Singh, Dean Academics, Auro University
~ “A superb work on alienation, uprooting, and liberating.
With many thanks”. ~-Dr. Bertrand DE HARTINGH, Counsellor
for Education, Science and Culture, Embassy of France in India
Performers: Gopal Dalami, Thierry Moucazambo; Director and
choreographer: Philippe Pelen Baldini; Music composers: Varun
& Nadia from Svaram: Light designer: Ashwin Ezhumalai
Activity manager: Nikhil Bollapragada
Free entrance. Donations are welcome
Contacts: Tel: 98330 75257 (Nikhil Bollapragada)
suryaperformancelab@auroville.org.in
http//www.surya-performance-lab.com/
https://www.facebook.com/VAST.DANCE.THEATRE.PERFORM
ANCE/

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Forest Moot – 3 PM
Saturday 15th February
Auroville
Botanical Gardens
On Saturday the 15th of
February we are holding a gathering at the Botanical Gardens
to celebrate and show the new movie Ever Slow Green about
the afforestation work in Auroville directed by Christoph Pohl.
This will be shown in the evening at around 6:50pm on an
outdoor screen.
The Moot will begin at 3pm and this will be a chance to meet
and connect with people involved in inspirational afforestation
projects urs of the gardens. There will also be an exhibition of
Keiko’s beautiful flower paintings in the new herbarium
building, as well as live music in the late afternoon.
3:00 pm Opening of the Moot,
3:30 pm Opening of the Art Exhibition by Keiko a Japanese
artist from the Ashram (see poster)
4:00 pm Presentation of “Voice of Sentient Highland”
by Godwin Vasanth Bosco
4:30 pm Tour of Botanical garden
5:00 pm Music and light refreshments
6:50 pm Screening of Ever Slow Green, a film by Christoph Pohl
7:45 pm Dinner - pre booking advised avbg@auroville.org.in)

8:00 pm

Showing of other short videos

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Other Events
WOMENS RETREAT
Spirituality in daily life - Part 1 Beauty & Gratitude
Friday to Sunday, 14 - 16 February, 9 - 5,
Plus Saturday evening fire circle
Svedame, Butterfly Barn
In this first retreat we will be deepening into exploration of 2
of Lakshmi's 4 arms, Artha (wealth) and Kama (sensuality).
Discovering connections between our inner experiences and
external manifestation, building bridges between daily in
spiritual. Inquiring into different topics:
*Can every experience be portal to spirit with awareness and
dedication
*What is true wealth
*Beauty as necessity and practise in the world filled with
pain...

available for all students of the Lab, as well as everyone in
Auroville, to have a Tomatis taster. If you are feeling
stressed or upset, come and have a rest and relax.
 Spaces have now opened up for the individual Tomatis
programs for both languages and therapeutic listening
training. You need to do the diagnostic “Listening Test”
first. Please call 0413-2623661 or 9585207962 or send an
email to Tomatis@aurovillelanguagelab.org to request one.
It takes about an hour. More info available on our website :
www.aurovillelanguagelab.org and also at
www.listenwell.com.
* A Schedule of regular classes appears at the end of this
edition of the News and Notes

**********************************************************************
Auromode Yoga Space
Courses/Special Events
Movie Screening: 9th Feb, 6 pm
Enlighten Up - A skeptic’s
journey in to the world of yoga

Exploring with movement/dance, conscious touch, meditation,
kolam, ritual, self -inquiry...
With Dariya, who loves authenticity, playfulness ,
sincerity....and has some 20 years experience as facilitator of
circles in warm water (Watsu etc) and on land.
Welcome to register on +919786658967

CLASSES/WORKSHOPS
NEWS FROM
AUROVILLE LANGUAGE LAB
New classes:
Miko will offer a new German beginners class from the 11th
of Feb for 2 months. Classes will be 4.30 to 6 pm, every
Tuesday and Friday. We will focus on pronunciation and
conversation in addition to grammar.

A light-hearted documentary about an American journalist who
tries yoga for the first time and goes around
the world studying with some of the “big names” in the yoga
world. Spanish w/ English /subtitles, 2008, 82 min
www.auromodeyogaspace.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

10 – 19th of February - Thai Yoga Massage Course with
Bebe Merino – 10 days introduction course for beginners discover this ancien bodywork practice on developing intuitive
listening,
compassionate touch and self-healing;
9:00 to 12:30 and 14:00 to 17:00;
Venue: Auromode Yoga Space, Auroshilpam (Opp. C.S.R)
+91 413 262 22 24 (bookings and enquiries)
What’s App +44 7957 472019; www.auromodeyogaspace.com

In addition to the existing Saturday morning Esperanto class
Miko will also teach a five-day intensive Esperanto course.
Contact us with your preferred timings.
Two new Tamil beginners’ classes are starting:
Saravanan is starting a new Tamil Beginners Ten-day Intensive
class from Thursday 6th Feb from 1.30 pm- 3pm.
Jasper is offering a course called “A pragmatic approach to
learning Spoken Tamil”. The course contains 12 easy to
remember, and easy to apply lessons that will be covered over
6 weeks. The next batch begins on 12th February.
Anadeline is teaching two Intensive Ten-Day French
classes everyday - one for Beginners and one for Intermediatelevel students. The first group had started on the 3rd and
continues till the 14th of Feb. People can now register for the
next ten-day sessions, which will start from the 17th Feb.
 Apart from the classes you’re most welcome to come and
check our Mediatheque for self-learning which has excellent
Software, Audio, and Video that you can work with, either
on your own or as a guided study.

START UPCYCLING SHOP
IN THE VISITORS CENTER
START UPCYCLING would like to share
the joy of Upcycling: some of us will
propose to Aurovilians and visitors to
participate at some Upcycling workshops
in the space at the back of the shop. There is a limited
number of participants, so book as early as you can.
DATE

TIME

PERSON

CREATED
OBJECT

Saturday 8 th
FEBRUARY

10.00 am12.00am

Well paper lady

Jewelry
assembly

Saturday 8 th
FEBRUARY

2.30pm4.00pm

Abhipsa

Leather keyring

Saturday 22nd 2.30pmFEBRUARY
4.00pm

Abhipsa

Bottle plastic
caps coaster

Saturday 29th 2.30pmChristel
Jean earrings
FEBRUARY
4.00pm
Register by sending a whatsapp message to Marc at + 91
94420 6807 or send an email to marc.barandard@gmail.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 We have one hour of Tomatis Listening training - which
everyone can make use of - every Saturday. Please come to
the Lab and sign up in advance or send us an email. The
sessions are either 10-11am or 11am-12noon. This is
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Auroville Aikido – 2020 Intensive!
We are most happy to announce our 2020 Aikido Intensive!
Classes will be led by Alexandra Bac, 4th Dan Aikido from Dojo
Makoto, Marseilles, France
Dates: February 29th to March 15th
Classes
on:
Sunday
9.30-11.30
am
–
Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday 6-7.30 am
Venue: the Auroville Budokan, Dehashakti, Auroville (near
Dana community)
You are very welcome to join us now and learn the basics before
the Intensive. Same timings except on Sunday.
Contact: Surya at 83001 89062, and N. Murugan 99528 12843 email: budokan@auroville.org.in
********* ***** ****************************

Registration required for the following
intensives. Please contact Verite @
0413 2622045, 2622606, 7094104329
or programming@verite.in,
treatments@verite.in

Introduction to Permaculture
Date: 10th and 11th of February
Where: Joy of Impermanence Anitya Community
Two day certified 'Introduction to Permaculture' course is now
open for registration. Come learn about the fundamentals of
permaculture design and how to translate it into your life! The
course is facilitated by Bernard Alonso, human permaculture
expert who has 25+ years experience in this field.
Limited places are also available for the 12-day Permaculture
Design Certificate (PDC) course running from Feb. 10th - 22nd.
anityaworkshop@gmail.com to find out more and register.

PRANAYAMA AND CHAKRAS HARMONIZATION – w/ LAKSHMI
Wednesday, 12 February, 9.30 am to 12.30 pm
Pranayama is the conscious awareness of the breath, the "life
force" that will help to improve concentration, perception,
health, peace and self-confidence. Experiencing Pranayama
breathing techniques you will discover the potential of your
breath. Combined with vibrational sound we will restore and
harmonize the natural flow of energy across the chakras
system.
TRAUMA SENSITIVE YOGA – with ELISABETH
Friday 14 February – from 9.15 am to 4.45 pm
Traumatic experiences, consciously or unconsciously, are often
stored in the body and can lead to stress-related disorders. A
careful handling of the body can guide the way to healing. In this
intensive, you will be introduced to exercises of self-compassion
and mindfulness, Yoga asanas and specific breathing techniques
that support the healing process. You will also learn safe
practices for teaching and practicing Yoga with people who have
had traumatic experiences.

************************************************************************************************

Introduction to the Integral Yoga of
Sri Aurobindo and the Mother
Tuesday, 11th Feb , 9AM -noon
Topic: Practice – The Sunlit Path
(For those who are new to Yoga, from 8.45 to 9 am there will
be a brief presentation on Yoga and Spirituality.)
Led by Ashesh Joshi (Contact: 9489147202, 0413 2622922)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
MUDRA-CHI - " A Body
Prayer in a Tai chi Form"
Tuesday at 4:45 PM
@ Savitri Bhavan
Based on Mother's Mudras facilitated by Anandi.
Everybody Welcome!

YOGA NIDRA & BREATHWORK – with NIKHIL
Saturday 15 February – from 2 to 4.30 pm
A simple but profound guided meditation technique for Deep
Relaxation. A “scan" of the entire body, with suggestions to relax
the muscles and naturally release any pent-up emotion. This
helps you to feel replenished and refreshed, as if hitting that
“restart button" within!

SOMATIC MOVEMENT – with MAGGIE
Tuesday, 18 February – from 9.15 am to 4.45 pm
Neuro-muscular re-education (mind-body training) in the
tradition of Thomas Hanna. Somatics is a system of slow, mindful
movement. It improves the function of the nervous system,
creating more ease and freedom within ourselves. Somatics
teaches us to recognize and release holding patterns resulting
from pain, injury, stress or habituated posture. This work
enhances any kind or exercise such as yoga, dance, sports or just
moving through life. You will learn a daily practice in order to
maintain better flexibility, coordination, balance and wellness,
resulting in a decrease of aches and pains commonly attributed
to stress, injury and aging.
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The
Garden
Path
Awareness with Lakshmi

Thurs & Fri, February 13th & 14th – 9 AM - 12.30 PM
@ the Pavilion of Tibetan Culture
Gurdjieff Movements, also known as “sacred dances”, are a
powerful tool for inner and outer awareness. The practice is an
opportunity for self-observation, letting go of automatism and
habits of the body, emotions and mind. By moving differently
than we usually do, we experience new qualities of energy and
meet ourselves in new ways. The movements/dances were
collected and developed by Gurdjieff during his extensive
travels in the near and far east and in his “Institute for the
Harmonious Development of Man”.
Two half days of practice. Come only if you can join us for
both days. Registration required.
Contact: sweet.yoffi@gmail.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Bamboo Centre Training
Program for February 2020

Bamboo Joineries Workshop
13th to 15th of February

-3 days

Bamboo Furniture Workshop
19th to 22nd February

-4 days

Bamboo Yurt Workshop
26th to 29th February

-4 days

of

Venue: Joy Community (opposite
Center Guest House)
Sat. Feb 15th, 8.30 am to 12 pm
A transformational yoga class will
prepare us to open our perceptions to nature and ourselves to
start the walk in the garden of 5 senses. Roaming among the
flowers, in intimate silence, we will observe their forms and
beauty; and we will collect some special flowers to prepare our
own alchemist tea. In harmony and a simple state of awareness
we will enjoy the colours and fragrances of our beverage. Smell,
touch, taste, hearing and sight will meet within the aroma of the
tea. Sip by sip, we will acknowledge the values that inner peace
can bring to us, blending our mind and body in a collective
experience. Understanding the inevitability of impermanence
and the simplicity of our inner being, we will prepare a simple
breakfast: fruits and seeds, to celebrate the mellow beauty that
nature and time offer to us to live with joy, in full presence. We
will cultivate gratitude towards Nature, who gave us the gift of
life and the vehicle to “enjoy it, in our body”. This activity does
not require advance registration (yet it is better to let us know)
and it is suitable for any person. If you need more information
and register for this intensive, you can contact directly Lakshmi
by
phone (+91
8489764602) or
write
to joycommunity@auroville.org.in.

Guided Tour (20 min) Everyday 10.30 to 12.30 & 2 to 4.30
(Except Sunday)
Bamboo Toys, Musical Instruments and Jewelry - Every day
in February with advance booking -10 AM - noon or 2 to 4 PM
The program will consist of learning inputs: theory,
instruction, demonstration, and practical work.
Contribution requested from guests/ Volunteers. Flexible
training dates offered to groups. Contact: 0413-2623806,
2623394, 8300949082 or bambooworkshop@auroville.org.in
www.aurovillebamboocentre.org
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Inner Nature
Saturday, Feb 29th from 9am‐12pm
Sankalpa Art Center, behind Pavilion of
Tibetan Culture, International Zone. A
journey to connect mind, body, heart, spirit
& earth through this unique nature-based
expressive arts therapy workshop. Including meditation,
movement, drawing and nature-based expression in a judgmentfree space! Facilitated by Krupa Jhaveri, Aurovilian,
International Expressive Arts Therapist, PhD candidate (EGS),
TEDx Women speaker, global teacher & facilitator for 10+ years.

Limited spots by registration only: sankalpa.art@gmail.com.
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3D Printing
natural and recycled materials
Feb 14-15 or March 20-21
9 AM – 5 PM @ CSR

Watsu & Pregnancy w/ Xavier
13 - 14 February (8.45 am - 6.30 pm)
This 2-day workshop offers the necessary tools for giving
sessions to pregnant women and gaining a deeper insight into
the fascinating world of pregnancy and birth in relation to
aquatic bodywork. It also offers specific indications and contraindications in the context of pregnancy and will allow you to
give precious support to future mothers.
With Watsu, we can help relieving specific pains and create
psychological conditions to better prepare pregnant women for
childbirth. The course also focuses on the prenatal energetic
relation between parents and child and how the future father
can fully participate in the pregnancy. With Watsu, the family
history starts well before birth…
Prerequisites: Watsu Basic

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Tantsu 1 w/ Xavier -17 - 24 February (8.45 am - 6.30 pm)
Tantsu grew out of Watsu. Watsu is a form of aquatic bodywork
developed in the 1980s by Harold Dull, floating and stretching
people in warm water. In Tantsu, the unconditional holding of
Watsu is brought back onto land. Tantsu offers a deep state of
listening and creates an unconditional union and cradle of
connected breath and presence. The trust established by this
cradle and its creative exploration make it ideal for giving a
Tantsu session to anybody.
During the first four days, you will be exposed to the basics of
Tantsu: cradling someone in a comfortable hold, which gives
access to a deep level of relaxation and stillness. The micromovements that appear will guide your moves, stretches and
rotations of shoulders, arms, hips and legs, thereby releasing
blockages in the energy flow. The following two days will take
you deeper into body-listening and exploration of various
possible body movements. You will also gain knowledge about
meridians, hara, and the connection between mind and body.
In this intensive, Tantsu will become a joyful expression of
caring love. No previous experience required!
Quiet Healing Center, Auroville 605 104, Tamil Nadu, India

www.quiethealingcenter.info / quiet@auroville.org.in
+91 413 2622329 / +91 9488084966 (mobile)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This hands-on training for 3D
printing of large structures in
natural and recycled materials including Adobe + Lime and
recycled HDPE plastic include the ability to manufacture your
own open-source equipment as well as learning to 3D model and
build parts for Adobe walls.
The two-day workshop is divided into a one day of classroom time
where we will do some exercises 3D modelling using
computers. People need to bring their own laptop for this
activity loaded with modelling software (Solidworks, Fusion360,
Rhino, Sketchup (Google) and slicing software (Cura, RepetierHost, Slic3r, etc.).
The second day is a hands-on get dirty and make session which
will require participants to observe safety rules, bring
comfortable work clothing and protection equipment (gloves,
glasses, hat). We will be working with Mud, Lime, fermented
additives for wall protection and plaster. No experience
necessary, just open mind and willingness to get
dirty. Preregistration and fee is required, donations are
welcome.
For more information contact Jorge
at deltaprinterav@gmail.com or watsapp +919786296441.
****************************************************************************

CSEB Production & Masonry Training Course
17 - 21 February at the Auroville Earth Institute
Come learn about Compressed Stabilised Earth Blocks
(CSEB), a low-carbon earth-based building material made
from a mix of soil, sand and water, stabilised with ~5%
cement, and compressed manually or with a hydraulic
press. This special five-day training course will cover both
the production of CSEB and their use in construction with
one day of theory and four days of practical exercises.
For more information, please contact training@earthauroville.com
~ Submitted by the Earth Institute team

FILMS
MULTI MEDIA CENTRE AUDITORIUM
(MMC, Town Hall)
FRIDAY 14 FEBRUARY, 8:00 PM
“KIRIKOU AND THE SORCERESS” (Kirikou et la sorcière – original
title)
Animated film directed by Michel OCELOT, France, 1998
Original music by Youssou N’Dour

JIVA – your journey in healing and transformation
Intro to Natural Horsemanship 8 Feb & 15 Feb

Saturdays, 9- 11am and 3-5pm
Explore your connection and nonverbal skills with horses
Mirrabelle`s 7 horses and ponies are living the natural approach,
are of all characters and sizes. We offer a intro in order to start
a full training course in Natural horseman ship in due time.
Mirrabelles life with horses started 20 years ago, and since she
has been with them every single day of her life.
Registration with Mirrabelle Whatsapp 9626565134

Synopsis: In a village in Africa rules Karaba, the sorceress, a
gorgeous but cruel woman. Karaba has sent a terrible spell on
the village: the spring has dried out, villagers are ransomed,
and men are kidnapped and disappear mysteriously. But tiny
Kirikou, as soon as he is born, wants to deliver the village from
the spell and discover the secret of Karaba’s wickedness… An
enchanting, life-affirming story of love and redemption. The
film is a visual masterwork, both innovative and endlessly
creative in design and execution. If you have not seen it
already, please do not miss it; otherwise come and enjoy
again! - General Audience.
Original French version with English subtitles- Duration: 1h11’
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THE ECO FILM CLUB
Sadhana Forest, Friday, February 7th
Schedule of Events:
16:00 Free bus from Solar Kitchen to Sadhana Forest for the
Tour
16:30 Tour of Sadhana Forest
18:00 Free bus from Solar Kitchen to Sadhana Forest for
the Eco Film Club
18:30 Eco Film Club begins with "previews" of short Sadhana
Forest films
20:00 Dinner is served
21:30 Free bus from Sadhana Forest back to Solar Kitchen
Before the movie, at exactly 16:30 you are welcome to join
us for a full tour of Sadhana Forest and an update of our most
recent work! After the film, you are welcome to join us for a
free 100% vegan organic dinner. The entire evening including
dinner is offered as a gift! **Note: Families and children
are welcome! Dinner for children will be served at 19:00 :)

Peaceable Kingdom: The Journey Home
69 Minutes / 2009 / Directed by Jenny Stein
Peaceable Kingdom: The Journey Home explores the powerful
struggle of conscience experienced by several people from
traditional farming backgrounds who come to question the
basic assumptions of their way of life. A riveting story of
transformation and healing, the documentary portrays the
farmers' sometimes amazing connections with the animals
under their care, while also providing insight into the complex
web of social, psychological and economic forces that have led
to their inner conflict.
The bus service is operated by Sadhana Forest. For more
information about the bus service please contact Sadhana
Forest at (0413) 2677682 or 2677683
**************************************************************************

“If you plan accessibility in mind, you will create a welcoming
environment and avoid creating new barriers”
Accessible Auroville with Foundation for World Education
support and with the collaboration of WeCare Film Fest from
Delhi and MMC-Cinema Paradiso Team, Auroville, is happy to
announce the “Beyond The Step Film Fest”. First time ever in
Auroville.
Saturday, 8th Feb. - 4pm: opening singing program by Carla
Movies screening 4;30 pm – 6;30 pm and 8 Pm
Sunday, 9th Feb,- 10;30 am; 12;30 pm; 4;30 pm; 6;30 pm
10th -13th Feb - 8 pm
Our goals are to promote awareness about live of people with
different either temporary or permanently disabilities, to create
and sustain an environment where disable individual can engage
and enjoy social and cultural activities just like anyone else.

Apologies from the News & Notes for this appearing in the
wrong section. It was only realized it had been missed at the
last minute!

Updates from the Healthy Cashew Network
It is that time of the year again when cashew pesticide spraying
has begun on fields not owned by Auroville. The cashew spray
season happens from now until April.
“Spray Alert” Whatsapp group: Residents report when and
where they notice pesticides are being applied in the Auroville
area. This will help you and your family keep out of the way
of these poisons as much as you can. If you want to take
advantage of this please join the group on Whatsapp via this
link https://chat.whatsapp.com/ErpUeLtG1YgLX9La2aIBJC or
contact Nikki, WhatsApp +91 7094716136 or email us to be
added.
Remedies: Okoubaka is a homeopathic remedy which has
proven helpful to many and is available at Integral Health
Prayatna and through homeopathy practitioners.
An ‘odourless’ pesticide is known to be in use in recent times,
so you cannot always rely on smell for detection. Wearing a
special mask for pollutants helps to reduce exposure.
It is not always easy to know if symptoms and physical
discomforts are definitely connected to a spraying. We suggest
that when you suspect a reaction to exposure (metallic taste,
headache, dizziness, weakness, sweating, breathing difficulty,
itching & burning eyes and skin, nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea
etc.) remain calm and do the needful. For those who are highly
sensitive, pregnant mothers or small children it may be
advisable to change location for the time of greatest exposure.
Healthy Cashew Network cannot at this time provide a chart of
the duration of toxic levels for humans in the immediate area
after spraying. We can provide a list of chemicals known to be
used in Auroville and a chart of their effects on creatures and
earth: Rough Guide to Pesticides in AV
https://auroville.org.in/article/69109, please contact us if you
do not have access to Auronet and we can send you this guide.
"Our Cashew Story" film We have worked with Serena Aurora and Outreach Media team
for the realisation of a 42 minute documentary film exploring
the story of the cashew from growing to processing, focusing on
the issue of pesticide spraying using Auroville and its bioregion
as a case study. The English version will be screened on
Saturday the 8th of Feb at Unity Pavilion at 6 pm as part of the
Art for Land fundraising efforts.
In Tamil, we have screened the film to Kuilapalayam village
audience last week and will screen it on invitation at
Bommiarpalayam this coming Sunday the 9th of February.
We are happy to screen it elsewhere both in Tamil and English
and have a Q&A afterward. Please contact us if you have an
audience in mind. Volunteers and donations would very much
be appreciated to continue the awareness raising work. Please
contact us at healthycashewnetwork@auroville.org.in
Best,
The Healthy Cashew Network - working towards a pesticidefree Auroville
Anandi, Helena, Jasmin, Marc, Serena, Patricia, Steffen,
Verena
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Indian – Monday 17 February, 8:00 pm:

JALLIKATTU
India, 2019, Dir. Lijo Jose Pellissery w/ Antony Varghese,
Chemban Vinod Jose, Sabumon Abdusamad, and others,
95mins, Malyalam w/English subtitles, Rated: NR (R)
Awarded for best direction at the International Film Festival of
India (IFFI), the film is set in a remote Kerala village where a
buffalo goes berserk on escaping an attempt at slaughter by
local butchers Antony and Varkey. The beast runs amok
through fields, plantations and human habitations, spurring the
men of the community to give chase. This happens in the
aftermath of a young man exacting revenge on another over a
woman, a local policeman getting violent with his wife, and
other conflicts that continue to play out while the buffalo
wreaks havoc. “It is a spectacularly frenzied tale of machismo
versus wild”.
Italian – Tuesday 18 February, 8:00 pm:

CAPRI-REVOLUTION
Italy, 2018, Dir. Mario Martone, w/ Marianna Fontana, Reinouit
Sholten van Ashat, Antoni Folletto, and others, Drama-History,
122 mins, Italian w/ English subtitles, Rated: PG
Set in 1914 when Italy is about to go to war. A commune of
young North Europeans found Capri the ideal place to live and
practice their art. But the island has its own powerful identity,
in form of a young woman, a goatherd named Lucia. The film
describes the encounter between Lucia, the commune, and the
young village doctor. It also features the Mediterranean island
of Capri itself which stunning natural landscape, that acted as
a magnet in the early 20th Century for people driven by the
ideal of liberty and progress. Among them the Russians,
preparing for the revolution.
Interesting – Wednesday 19 February, 8:00 pm:

In this much acclaimed film, Alexander lives in Lyon with his
wife and four children. He learns that the priest who abused
him when he was a Boy Scout, is still working with children. He
decided to act, soon to be joined by two other victims, to
dismantle “the code of silence” that continues to protect a
priest who abused them decades ago.
International – Saturday 22 February, 8:00 pm:

DIECISIETE (Seventeen)
Spain, 2019, Writer-Dir.Daniel Sánchez Arévalo w/ Biel
Montoro, Nacho Sánchez, Lola Cordón, and others, Drama,
99mins, Spanish w/ English subtitles, Rated: NR (PG)
As part of the rehabilitation program at a juvenile detention
center, 17-year-old Hector creates an unbreakable bond with a
dog as timid and aloof as him. When the therapy dog is
suddenly adopted and doesn't return, Hector escapes to look
for him. And so, an unexpected journey begins through
Cantabria in the company of his older brother Ismael, their
grandmother Cuca, two dogs, a cow and other animals.
Children’s Film - Sunday 23 February, 4:30pm

THE BOY, THE DOG AND THE CLOWN
USA, 2019, Dir: Nick Lyon w/ Adrien Lyon, Gabriel Dell Jr., Kiki
del Vecchio and others, Drama, 90mins, English w/ English
subtitles, Rated: G
A young boy, Adrien, grieving over the loss of his dad, meets a
sad, down-on-his-luck clown who can perform incredible feats
of magic. After Adrien gets lost in the woods, the boy learns
that he must use the magical powers taught to him by the
clown in order to be rescued. A story of healing, courage -and most of all -- the power of knowing that magic is real for
those who believe.


GIFT
In collaboration w/ Laboratory of Evolution - CHU

ELIA KAZAN FILM FESTIVAL @ Ciné-Club Sunday 23 February,
8:00 pm:

CANADA, 2018, Dir. Robin McKenna, Documentary, 90mins,
English, Rated: NR


BABY DOLL
USA, 1956, Dir. Elia Kazan w/ Karl Malden, Carroll Baker, Eli
Wallach others, Drama, 114mins, English w/English subtitles,
Rated: NR.

Inspired by Lewis Hyde’s classic The Gift: Creativity and the
Artist in the Modern World, in the Pacific Northwest Coast, a
young indigenous man undertakes the elaborate preparations
for a potlatch – to make a name for himself by giving
everything away. In Rome, Italy, a factory occupied by
migrants is transformed into a living museum, protected by a
barricade of art: a model of resistance. In the pirate utopia of
Burning Man, a mutant bumblebee art car distributes honey in
a post-apocalyptic desert landscape. Meanwhile, in Auckland,
New Zealand, artist Lee Mingwei prepares to launch Sonic
Blossom – a “transformative gift” of song. The films is a tribute
to something that can’t be measured or counted, bought or
sold.
French – Thursday 20 February, 8:00 pm:
GRÂCE À DIEU (By the Grace of God)
Belgium-France, 2019, Dir. François Ozon w/ Melvil Poupaud,
Denis Ménochet, Swann Arlau, and others, Drama, FRENCH
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES, 138 mins, Rated PG.
Auroville News and Notes-

Archie Lee Meaghan, middle-aged cotton gin owner, can hardly
wait for the 20th birthday of his childish bride Baby Doll, when
he'll be allowed to consummate the marriage...he thinks. But
rival owner Silva Vaccaro suspects Archie of burning his gin
down, and takes an erotic form of Sicilian vengeance.
For scheduling programs at MMC/CP venue: please email us at
mmcauditorium@auroville.org.in.
Rating codes we often use are from Motion Picture Association
of America (MPAA): G=General Audiences, PG=Parental
guidance suggested, PG-13=Parents strongly cautioned,
R=Restricted (same as Indian rating: A for Adults), NR=Film Not
rated or rating awaited not available.
We appreciate your continued support. Pl make a one time
or monthly donation to “Cinema Paradiso” (account
#105106) at the FS. Thanking You, MMC/CP Group
8th February 2020
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BHARAT NIVAS REGULAR PROGRAMS - February 2019
Activity center

Day
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday

SAWCHU:
Sri Aurobindo
World Center
For
Human Unity

Thursday
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

PROGRESS
HALL

Monday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Saturday
Saturday
Sunday

Title
Q Gong Practice
Capoeira
Bharatnatyam
Hip Hop / Contemporary Dance
Tango “Practica”
Q Gong Practice
Bharatanatyam
Improv Theater
Q Gong Practice
Bharatnatyam
bharatnatyam
Odissi dance class
Hip Hop / contemporary Dance
Carnatic Vocal
Odissi Dance Class
Hip Hop / Contemporary Dance
Kathak dance class
Contemporary / Bharatanatyam
Ashtanga Yoga
Contemporary / Bharatanatyam
Kathak dance class
Hatha Yoga
Kathak dance class
Kathak dance class

Timings
7 to 8 am
5 to 6 pm
4 to 6 pm
6 to 7 pm
7:30to 9 pm
7 to 8 am
4 to 6 pm
4.30 to 6.30 pm
7 to 8 am
9 to 10 am
10to 12 am
3 to 6 pm
6:30 to 7:30
8:30 to 11:30
3 to 6 pm
6 to 7 pm
5:30 to 6:30pm
3:00 to 5:00 pm
5:00 to 6:00 pm
3:00 to 5:00 pm
5 to 6 pm
6:30 to 8:00 am
5:00 to 6:00 pm
10:00 to11 am

“A tribute to the soiled hands and feet”
By Auroville Timelines
9 to 7:30 pm
(an in-situ video art installations project)
Art Exhibition offered by
Mon to Sat.
Sri Aurobindo Ashram’s
9 to 5 pm
Till March 3
ex-students and members.
Photo Exhibition on
9 to 5 pm
Mon to Sat.
“The Dawn of auroville".
Regular Art classes / workshop coordinated by Creeva / BN
Mon to Sun.
in the Art Studio
Monday to
Permanent Exhibition on India & the
10 to 4.30 pm
world by Olivier Barot
Saturday
Monday to
Permanent Exhibition on Mother & Sri
10 to 4.30 pm
Aurobindo
Saturday

Mon to Sat.
Till March 4

KALAKENDRA

INDIA SPACE

Monday to
Reading Space for study circles
10 to 4.30 pm
Saturday
Tuesday,
MUSIC ROOM
Wednesday,
Hindustani singing classes
2 to 6 pm
(in the basement
Thursday
of the main
Auditorium
First Friday
origami Classes
2.30 to 3.30 pm
Entrance)
of the month
Sri Aurobindo
Mon to Sat.
Resource Library
10 to 4.30 pm
Centre For
Studies: India
Friday
Reading sessions
10 to 4.30 pm
& The World
Space for meetings, Film screening, talks & workshops.
Bhumika Hall
Prior booking by mail is required to use this space.
Activity center
Day
Title
Timings
ANNAM KITCHEN
Monday to
South Indian lunch meals
12.30 to 2.10 pm
(Old Indus valley)
Saturday

Facilitator
Andres
Sam
Caveri
Vijay
Lisa & Mona
Andres
Caveri
Jeff
Andres
Deepa
Caveri
Kanchana
Vijay
Grace
Kanchana
Vijay
Ashavari
Aurosavithri
Muthukumari
Aurosathri
Ashavari
Tatiana
Ashavari
Ashavari

email
lokutta@auroville.org.in
capoeira@auroville.org.in
sureshcaveri@gmail.com
sarasu@auroville.org.in
tango@auroville.org.in
Lokutta@auroville.org.in
sureshcaveri@gmail.com
jeff@auroville.org.in
lokutta@auroville.org.in
r_deepa14@yahoo.co.in
sureschcaveri@gmail.com
udavikanchana1@gmail.com
sarasu@auroville.org.in
8940522975
udavikanchana1@gmail.com
sarasu@auroville.org.in
aashavari@gmail.com
aurosavithri@gmail.com
muthukumari@auroville.or.in
aurosavithri@gmail.com
aashavari@gmail.com
Mahayoga108@gmail.com
aashavari@gmail.com
aashavari@gmail.com

Bharat Nivas

bharatnivas@auroville.org.in

Bharat Nivas

bharatnivas@auroville.org.in

Bharat Nivas

bharatnivas@auroville.org.in

Bharat Nivas

audrey@auroville.org.in

Bharat Nivas

bharatnivas@auroville.org.in

Bharat Nivas

bharatnivas@auroville.org.in

Bharat Nivas

bharatnivas@auroville.org.in

Nandita di

Mobile:9488084470

Tomoko

tomoko@auroville.org.in

Bharat Nivas

vanianboo@gmail.com

Aster Patel

asterpatel@auroville.org.in

Bharat Nivas

shilpa@auroville.org.in

Contact Person
Ramesh
and Tamarai

email &contact no.
annam@auroville.org.in
0413 2623070

Post office

Monday to Saturday

9 to 4 pm

-

0413- 2622120

Laboratory Of
Evolution (LOE)

Monday to Saturday

9 to 12 pm &
2.30 to 4.30 pm

-

0413 - 2622423
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Auroville Language Lab SCHEDULE OF CLASSES as of 04.02.2020

LANGUAGE

LEVEL

TIME

DAY

Beginners

04:00 pm – 05:00 pm

Mon and Wed

Pre - Intermediate

04:00 pm – 05:00 pm

Tue and Thu

Intermediate
( Tomatis Class)

05:00 pm – 06.30 pm

Mon
Wed

Conversation

2:00 pm – 03:30 pm

Wed and Fri

Writing

06:30 pm – 07:30 pm

Wed and Fri

Beginners
(Tomatis Class -1)

10:00 am – 11:30 am

Tue and Fri

Beginners 10 days
intensive
(Tomatis Class -2)

03:30 pm – 05:00 pm
03:00 pm – 04:30 pm

Mon and Wed
Tue, Thu and Fri

Intermediate 10 days
intensive

02:00 pm – 03:00 pm

Mon to Friday

German

Beginner

04:30 pm – 06:00 pm

Tue and Fri

Tamil

Beginner

01:30 pm – 03:00 pm

Mon and Thu

Italian

Beginner

03:30 pm – 04:30 pm

Wed and Fri

Esperanto

Beginner

10:00 am – 11:00 am

Saturday

Sign Language

Beginner

05:00 pm – 06.00 pm

Mon to Fri

Beginners
(Tomatis Class -1)

01:30 pm – 03:00 pm

English

French

Spanish

Intermediate
(Tomatis Class -1)

03:00 pm – 04:00 pm

Intermediate
(Tomatis Class -2)

03:30 pm – 05:00 pm
11:00 am – 12.30 pm

Tue and Thu
Tue and Thu
Thu
Sat

New students are requested to fill out the form and register BEFORE attending any classes. We have excellent universitylevel video and audio study materials and software in our Mediatheque, which enable self-study in various languages.
The Language Lab is open
Monday – Friday 9:00 am- 12:00 pm and 2:00 pm – 6:00 pm, Saturday 9 am to 12 pm.
Location: International Zone, beyond the Unity Pavilion.
Phone: 2623661, 2000013, 2000014, 6380042388 Email info@aurovillelanguagelab.org
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AVI MEETING 2020 (Schedule Continued)
International Zone Meeting
SATURDAY 15

Opening presenting the International Space - with Q & A 10 mn - Dan

9.00 to 9.15

AVI & Avians

Unity Pavilion

9.20 to 9.40

AVI & Avians

Unity Pavilion

SATURDAY 15

General update on the IZ development, + Path in the IZ - 20mn w Q&A- Dan/ Robert

SATURDAY 15

Proposal European Area Development + Loop rd update, w Q & A - 35mn- Helmut

9.45 to 10.25

AVI & Avians

Unity Pavilion

SATURDAY 15

Landscaping of the European zone - with Q & A - 20mn - Michael

10.30 to 10.45

AVI & Avians

Unity Pavilion

SATURDAY 15

Tea break

10.45 to 11.00

Participants

Unity Pavilion

SATURDAY 15

Africa Pavilion update - with Q & A 20mn - Elene & Malcom

11.10 to 11.35

AVI & Avians

Unity Pavilion

SATURDAY 15

Brotherhood update - with Q & A 20mn - Sergei & Oksana

11.40 to 12.00

AVI & Avians

Unity Pavilion

SATURDAY 15

C.A.L.I Anandi - 10mn with Q & A

12.05 to 12.15

AVI & Avians

Unity Pavilion

12.15 to 12.30

AVI & Avians

Unity Pavilion

14.00 to 14.15

AVI & Avians

Unity Pavilion
Unity Pavilion
Unity Pavilion

SATURDAY 15
SATURDAY 15

French Pavilion Update - with Q & A 15mn
Lunch Break

12.30 to 14.00

European zone Meeting
SATURDAY 15

Co-working office and activities in the EH - w Q & A 15mn - Dan/ Joel/ Karin

SATURDAY 15

Vision & Development & Funding of the EH & Eur Area: Working meeting 60mn

14.20 to 15.20

Invited AVI &
Avians

SATURDAY 15

Tea break

15.20 to 15.40

Participants

SATURDAY 15

AVI sharing on Europe - with Q & A 20mn

15.45 to 16.00

SATURDAY 15

Integration of the IH into the European Area - with Q & A 30mn- with IH & AVI USA members

16.00 to 16.30

Invited AVI &
Avians
Invited AVI &
Avians

Unity Pavilion
Unity Pavilion

AVI General Assembly
WEDNESDAY19

AVI GENERAL ASSEMBLY - AVI Board Reports

9.00 to 10.00 am

AVI, Avians, All

Unity Pavilion

WEDNESDAY
19

Tea break

10.00 to 10.30

Participants

Unity Pavilion

WEDNESDAY19

AVI GENERAL ASSEMBLY - Activities Reports

10.30 to 12.30

AVI, Avians, All

Unity Pavilion

Lunch break

12.30 to 14.00

AVI GENERAL ASSEMBLY - last Activities Reports and discussion / Sharing

14.00 to 3.00pm

AVI, Avians, All

Unity Pavilion

Tea break

15.00 - 15.20

Participants

Unity Pavilion

Short presentation on Art for land exhibition - A4A - Friederike

15.30 to 15.45

AVI, Avians, All

Unity Pavilion

AVI GENERAL ASSEMBLY - Discussion & Sharing

15.45 - 16.30pm

AVI, Avians, All

Unity Pavilion

Invitation for those who like to Sound Healing Relaxation with Aurelio & Team

17pm to 18pm

AVI

Unity Pavilion

WEDNESDAY
19
WEDNESDAY
19
WEDNESDAY
19
WEDNESDAY
19
WEDNESDAY
19
WEDNESDAY
19
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